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MOTTO

Meaning :
Surely with difficulty is ease. With difficulty is surely ease.1
(Asy-Syarh, 5-6)
Artinya :
Karena sesungguhnya bersama kesulitan itu ada kemudahan.
sesungguhnya bersama kesulitan itu ada kemudahan.2
(Al- Insyirah, 5-6)

1

The Noble Quran. 2016. Qur’an.com (Also known as the Noble Quran, Al Quran, The
Holy Quran, Koran). Retrieved from https://quran.com/29/43 accessed on August, 7th
November 2019 on 08:02 pm
2
http://www.ggindonesia.web.id/2163-206(Al-Insyirah/Asy Syarh).ggindonesia.html.
Accessed on November, 10th 2019 at 11.21 pm.
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ABSTRACT
Hidayati, Nur. 2019.

Supervisor I
Supervisor I

: Language Disorder of Tourette’s Syndrome in
Claire’s YouTube Channel. English Literature
Department, Adab and Humanities Faculty, State
Islamic University Sulthan Thaha Saifuddin Jambi.
: Dr. Diana Rozelin, M.A………
: Dian Mukhlisa, S. Pd., M.A

Language Disorder is disorders that involve the processing of linguistic
information. Problems that may be experienced can involve grammar (syntax
and/or morphology), semantics (meaning), or other aspects of language. The
writer interests to discuss language disorder considering language ability is
basic ability of human life as social creature. In addition, language disorder can
be identified in daily life easily, however mostly get missunderstanding and
underestimated, even get improper treatment. These things need well and deep
understanding, so the language disorder carrier will get any good treatment and
good acceptance.
On this research, the writer applies the theory of language disorders by
van Dulm (2002) as the grand theory and the theory of language disorders by
Indah Nur Rohmani and Abdurrahman (2008) as supporting theory to answer
the problems of the research. This research is qualitative research that refer to
Rajit Kumar (2011). In process of data collecting, the writer uses
documentation technique as main technique by Sudaryono (2006). In process
of data analyzing, the writer uses descriptive analysis by Susanna Loeb, et. al
(2017).
In this research, the writer finds out that : (1) There are two kinds of
language disorder that experienced by Claire as language disorder carrier, those
are Lalia and Stuttering, with three sub-kinds of Lalie those are Echolalia,
Palilalia and Coprolalia. Therefore there are four kinds of language disorder
that experienced by her. (2) Tourette’s Syndrome influenced two aspects of
linguistics, those are Morphology and Semantics. (3) Tourette’ Syndrome
influenced the distributions of impulse in neurological cell, so there is
disturbance of distribution impulse that send any information to Supplementary
Motor Area where one of language production’s step is going on and this area
is effected so the language ability will be disturbanced.

Keywords : Psycholinguistics, Language Production, Language Disorder,
Tourette’s Syndrome.
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ABSTRAK
Hidayati, Nur. 2019.

Pembimbing I
Pembimbing I

: Language Disorder of Tourette’s Syndrome in Claire’s
YouTube Channel. Jurusan Sastra Inggris, Fakultas
Adab dan Humaniora, Universitas Sulthan Thaha
Syaifuddin Jambi.
: Dr. Diana Rozelin, M.A………
: Dian Mukhlisa, S. Pd., M.A

Gangguan berbahasa adalah gangguan-gangguan yang melibatkan proses
informasi linguistik (pada otak). Gangguan yang dialami dapat melibatkan
gangguan tata bahasa (sintaksis atau morfologis), makna (semantik), atau aspek
bahasa yang lainnya. Penulis tertarik untuk meneliti gangguan bahasa
mengingat kemampuan berbahasa merupakan kemampuan dasar hidup seorang
manusia sebagai makhluk sosial. Selain itu, gangguan bahasa merupakan hal
yang dapat ditemui dalam masyarakat namun seringkali mendapatkan
pemahaman yang salah sehingga dianggap sebelah mata bahkan tidak
mendapatkan penanganan yang tepat. Semua hal ini membutuhkan pemahaman
yang mendalam sehingga penderita gangguan bahasa dapat ditangani dengan
baik dan diterima masyarakat.
Penelitian ini merupakan jenis penelitian kualitatif yang mengacu pada
teori penelitian kualitatif oleh Rajit Kumar (2011). Sementara dalam proses
pengumpulan data, peneliti menggunakan teknik dokumentasi sebagai teknik
utama oleh Sudaryono (2006). Dalam proses menganalisa data, peniliti
menggunakan teknik deskriptif analisis oleh Susanna Loeb, dkk (2017).
Dalam penelitian ini, penulis menemukan bahwa : (1) Terdapat dua jenis
gangguan bahasa yang dialami oleh Claire Sophia sebagai penderita Tourette’s
Sindrom yaitu Lalia dan Gagap, dengan tiga sub-jenis Lalia yaitu Echolalia,
Palilalia dan Coprolalia sehingga total gangguan bahasa yang dimiliki oleh
Claire sebanyak empat jenis. (2) Tourette’s Sindrom mempengaruhi 2 aspek
linguistik yang dimiliki oleh Claire Sophia, yaitu Morfologi dan Semantik. (3)
Tourette’s Sindrom mampu mempengaruhi impuls pada sel syaraf, sehingga
impuls yang menghantarkan informasi kepada Area Motor Supplementer
terganggu, yangmana hal ini berimbas pada salah satu tahap produksi bahasa
sehingga kemampuan berbahasa yang dimiliki oleh Claire sebagai penderita
Tourette’s Sindrom pun terganggu.

Kata Kunci : Psikolinguistik, Produksi Bahasa, Gangguan Berbahasa,
Tourette’s Sindrom.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

A. Background of The Problem
For centuries, human express their mind and sense to others trough
language. Language is not only about oral and written, it is more than that
simple concept. Signs, gestures, sounds are included in language as long as
human can understand it. Even newborn babies use their crying as their
language.
Language is a communication tool which has an important role in human
survival. The study of language into a study that is not endless to be discussed,
because language is the whole existence of the human person and civilized
society there is no human activity that is not accompanied by language.
Language is a system that relates sounds or gestures to meanings.3
Considered how important language’s presence, human created a study
that focused in discussion about all of part that has correlation with language as
known as Linguistics. This matter is strengthened by Akmajian & Richard who
stated Linguistics is the study of human natural language, is a growing and
exciting are of study, with an important impact on fields as diverse as
education, anthropology, sociology, language teaching, cognitive psychology,
philosophy, computer science, neuroscience and artificial intelligence.
Fundamentally the field is concerned with the nature of language and
(linguistics) communication.4
For deeper understanding, this thesis discuss how the correlation between
human, language and the process works. For answer this matter,
psycholinguistics is a bridge that connect those matters. Psycholinguistics is a
relation betweem language, mind and human brain’s work system. Generally,
3

Victoria Fromkin, et al. 2011. An Introduction to Language. Los Angeles: Universitity
of California. p. 324.
4
Adrian Akmajian, Richard A. Demers. 2001. Linguistics: An Introduction to language
and Communication.6th edition, Massachusetts Institute of Technology. New York press in
Suherman. Language Disorder Of Main Character In The Movie “My Name Is Khan”. p. 1
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psycholinguistics is pictured as a course where it discusses about how does
human brain learn the language, process the language, and produce the
language. Psycholinguitics opens our eyes that language is not only a
“Language”. Language unites mind and sense among human and human put
the language into their culture of human civilization. Psycholinguistics
connects between how does someone talks or how does someone understands
others utterances with their brain work system condition.
To strengthen the explanations above, Yudibrata, Andoyo Sastromiharjo,
Kholid A. Harras stated that :
“Psikolinguistik meliputi pemerolehan atau akuisisi bahasa,
hubungan bahasa dengan otak, pengaruh pemerolehan bahasa
dan penguasaan bahasa terhadap kecerdasan cara berpikir,
hubungan encoding (proses mengkode) dengan decoding
(penafsiran/ pemaknaan kode), hubungan antara pengetahuan
bahasa dengan pemakaian bahasa dan perubahan bahasa”.5
From the quotation above, the experts stated that the range of
Psycholinguistics discussions are language acquisition, correlation between
language and brain, influence of language acquisition and language ability
toward cognitive ability, correlation between encoding and decoding,
correlation between language understanding with language use and langauge
change.
In this process no every human brain can work it well. There are some
problems that cause disorder in using of language can be happened. Language
is a process of orally extraction of mind and sense in words or sentence form.
The characteristic of this process is complex with attaching the function of
organ that influences the speech mechanism, thinking, turning the mind into
words form, and mental modality that expresssed when speak and these all are
influenced by environment as well.

5

Yudibrata, Andoyo Sastromiharjo, Kholid A. Harras (1997/1998: 9) in Nurasia Natsir,
Hubungan Psikolinguistik Dalam Pemerolehan Dan Pembelajaran Bahasa, Jurnal Retorika,
Volume 10, Nomor 1, Februari 2017, p.24
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Van Dulm stated that language disorders are disorders that involve the
processing of linguistic information. Problems that may be experienced can
involve grammar (syntax and/or morphology), semantics (meaning), or other
aspects of language. These problems may be receptive (involving impaired
language comprehension), expressive (involving language production), or a
combination of both. Language disorders can affect both spoken and written
language, and can also affect sign language; typically, all forms of language
will be impaired.6
Other than problem that cause disturbance in language processing, there
is problem that caused by malformed speech organ. This condition is called as
Speech Disorder. Certainly, Speech Disorder is different with Language
Disorder. Schum R.L in Ronny Suwennto stated as follows :
a. Speech: Sounds production for communication.
b. Language: Ability of communication that contains 4 domain
those are Semantics, Syntax, Phonology, and Pragmatics.
Semantics is giving meaning to each word, Syntax is
combining of the words into sentences, Phonology is
combining any sounds of language and Pragmatics is social
function of language.7
The quotations above explains that Speaking/Speech is a sound procces
for communicating. Language is communicating ability that consisted of 4
domains or aspects those are semantic, syntax, phonology, and pragmatic.
Semantic is giving meaning for every word, syntax is combining of the words
to form a sentence, phonology is combining any sound from language, and
pragmatic is sosial usage of language.
Gusdi Sastra stated that :

6

Van Dulm, Ondene. 2002. A Psycholinguistic Approach to the Classification,
Evaluation and Remediation of Language Disorder. Stellenbosch Papers in Linguistics. p.
111–131.
7
Schum R.L dalam Ronny Suwennto. 2009. Diagnosis Banding Keterlambatan Bicara:
Pendekatan Etiologi pada Praktik Sehari-hari. UKK Neurologi IDAI & IDAI Cabang DKI Jakarta. p. 80
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”Manusia yang tidak bisa berbahasa secara normal disebabkan
oleh beberapa faktor, seperti kerusakan pada bagian syaraf bahasa
di otak karena suatu hal, kerusakan pada alat-alat artikulasi, dan
tekanan mental.”8
The quotation above explains that a human who can not speak normally
caused by several factors, such there is damage in neurolinguistics area in the
brain, damage in articulation organs, and mental pressure. These problem are
experienced by Canadian girl named Claire Sophia. Basically, Tourette
Syndrom that she has makes her process of language is disturbed.
According to Brown dan Sammons, Tourette’s Syndrome is a
neurological disorder that indicated by brief involuntaryactions and repetative
movements as known as tics. It can be in motors or vocals tics.”9
Correlated with the quotation above that Tourette Syndrome is a
neurological disorder that causes the carrier will do or speak something
unconciously and repetative. Motor tics are movement of the body such us eyes
blinking, shoulder shrugging, hand waving, self hurting, etc. And vocal tics can
be speaking, stuttering, whistle, imitating of animals sound, laughter, etc. The
carriers do those activities repeatedly and can not control it.
The statement above tells us that tics can be movement or vocal and in
this case, Claire has both of tics of herself, so she can not control what she does
or talks. The example of language disorder that she has because her Tourette
Syndrome are Echolalia, Coprolalia, and stuttering. There are many utterances
which are said by Claire Sophia in this Youtube Channel. It can be seen in
datum :

8

2007. Ekspresi Verbal Penderita Stroke Penutur Bahasa Minangkabau: Suatu Analisis
Neurolinguistik. p. 22
9
Brown, R. T. & Sammons, M. T. 2002. Pediatric psychopharmacology : A review of
new developments and recent research. Professional Psychology : Research and Practice. p.
135-147.
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Picture10
Datum 1 :
Context : This example shows several symtomps of Language Disorder.
The sentences below are taken from her introduction to start
the video in her channel. Her name is Claire Sophia, but
whenever she says “I’m” or “My Name”, she will say
“Waldo”.
Claire

: “Hello guys, I’m Waldo.. Waldo Waldo ... Waldo ...
Sorry my name is Waldo Waldo Waldo ugh
fucking....Waldo .... My name is Waldo Waldo... Ughh
fucking ugh you fucking faggot. Don’t be racist if you
fucking faggot. (hit the table) Oh I’am sorry. My name
is Waldo Waldo..Waldo. Hahahaha if you are a new in
my channel, I’ll put my name here, right here (Point the
CLAIRE word)” (My Offensive Tics, Duration 00.0300.31)

The words that underlined are example of language disorder that Claire
has because her Tourette Syndrome. Waldo word is one of Palilalia symptom
that she has. According to Oliver It consists in uncontrollable repetition of
normally articulated words and phrases, and even entire sentences.11 Then, it
can see this fucking faggot, this is one of Coprolalia symptom that she has.
According to Oliver Coprolalia is uncontrollable repetition of inappropriate

10

Duration, 00:01:48-00:01:56
W. A. Oliver, M. D. 2008. Clinical Notes And Case Reports : Palilalia. California
And Western Medicine : San Fransisco. Vol. 41, No. 5. p. 328
11
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and obscene words.12 Obviously, it can see here that Claire is unable to hold
and control what she is going to say, which this matter makes her gets problem
in speak fluently and the writer sees this phenomena as Psycholinguistics case.
The writer see this Tourette Syndrom case as a are condition that never to
be written in the previous in Linguistics point of view in our university. This
case could be interpreted in Psycholinguistics point of view which strengthened
by evidences or samples in enable number as requirements of research project.
There are couples of Tourette Syndrom carrier that present how does she has
language disorder, how does she deal with her condition and any video that
explains how the first symptom that she has.
These reasons have called the writer to do investigating abaout the
correlation of Linguististics and Tourette Syndrom. The writer has seen the fact
that Tourette Syndrom is rare syndrom that no everybody knows about it, and
finally with this thesis entitled “The Language Disorder of Tourette
Syndrom in Claire’s Youtube Channel” the writer strongly belive can share
knowledge to other people.
B. Formulation of the Problem
Based on the background of the problems above, the writer makes the
formulations of the problems are arranged as follows:
1. What kinds of Language Disorder are experienced by Claire ?
2. How does Tourette Syndrom influence Language Disorder ?
3. What is effect of Language Disorder toward Linguistics aspect of Claire ?
C. Limitation of the Problem
This research analyzes the language disorder of Tourette Syndrom in
Claire’s YouTube Channel. The data are taken from the carrier and the owner
of this channel all at once. Called as Claire, girl who is diagnosed has Tourette
Syndrom. There are several kinds of Language Disorder, but in this research
the writer will be focused on the kinds of Language Disorders in Psychogenic
point of view.
12

W. A. Oliver, M. D. 2008. Clinical Notes And Case Reports : Palilalia. California
And Western Medicine : San Fransisco. Vol. 41, No. 5. p. 328
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D. Purpose of the Research
Based on limitation of problem above, the purpose of this research is :
1. To describe how does Tourette Syndrom influence the Language Disorder.
2. To describe kinds of language disorder of Claire as Tourette Syndrom
carrier.
3. To describe what the linguistic aspects that effected by Tourette’s
Syndrome
E. Significance of the Research
Through this research, is expected to be able to make theoritical and
practical contributions which can help everyone especially the students of
english literature department. Considering this thesis serves and discusses
something new that never to be written in the previous time.
Theoritically, this research is the first research that discuss linguistics in
Tourette Syndrom point of view. Then, this research is expected to be one of
references and additional informations to other writer, readers and researchers
who interested in psycholinguistic research, especially for Tourette Syndrom.
Practically, through this research the writer hopes, this Tourette Syndrom
research can educate the readers especially for students who study about
language. There are some descrimination cases toward the carrier of Tourette
Syndrom caused by lack of insight about Psychopathology and still thinking
that Tourette Syndrom is one of problem that caused by something mystic and
this case is really happened in Indonesia. So, with this research everyone will
get scientific understanding and everyone will not feel strange to this one
anymore and if everyone find this case in our real life, everyone can educate
the society as well, then they will get well understanding of Tourette Syndrom
then minimize the descriminations.

7

CHAPTER II
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
A. Linguistics
Everyday and everytime everyone always keep in touch with language
and everyone are usual to use it, but people do not pay enough any attention
about what is language itself. Everyone is really good at language but not
everyone can explain well what the language is and what the purpose is.
Considered how important language’s presence, human created a study
that focused in discussion about all of part that has correlation with language as
known as Linguistics. This matter is strengthened by Akmajian & Richard who
stated Linguistics is the study of human natural language, is a growing and
exciting are of study, with an important impact on fields as diverse as
education, anthropology, sociology, language teaching, cognitive psychology,
philosophy, computer science, neuroscience and artificial intelligence.
Fundamentally the field is concerned with the nature of language and
(linguistics) communication.13

B. Morphology
The term morphology is generally attributed to the German poet, novelist,
playwright, and philosopher Johann Wolfgang von Goethe (1749–1832), who
coined it early in the nineteenth century in a biological context. Its etymology
of Greek, morph- means ‘shape, form’, and morphology is the study of form or
forms. In biology morphology refers to the study of the form and structure of
organisms, and in geology it refers to the study of the configuration and
evolution of land forms. In linguistics morphology refers to the mental system

13

Adrian Akmajian, Richard A. Demers. 2001. Linguistics: An Introduction to
language and Communication.6th edition, Massachusetts Institute of Technology. New York
press in Suherman. Language Disorder Of Main Character In The Movie “My Name Is Khan”.
p. 1
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involved in word formation or to the branch of linguistics that deals with
words, their internal structure, and how they are formed.14
1. Morphemes
Morphemes, often defined as the smallest linguistic pieces with a
grammatical function. This definition is not meant to include all morphemes,
but it is the usual one and a good starting point. A morpheme may consist of a
word, such as hand, or a meaningful piece of a word, such as the –ed of looked,
that cannot be divided into smaller meaningful parts. Another way in which
morphemes have been defined is as a pairing between sound and meaning.15
Now, if the writer give any attention to the word reconstruction. It can
break it into three morphemes: re-, construct, and -tion. Construct is called the
stem. A stem is a base morpheme to which another morphological piece is
attached. The stem can be simple, made up of only one part, or complex, itself
made up of more than one piece. Here it is best to consider construct a simple
stem.
Construct is called as the root also. A root is like a stem in constituting
the core of the word to which other pieces attach, but the term refers only to
morphologically simple units.
C. Semantics
Based on Leech, Semantics is the systematic study of meaning, and
linguistic semantics is the study of how languages organize and express
meanings. Semantics (as the study of meaning) is central to the study of
communication and as communication becomes more and more a crucial factor
in social organization, the need to understand it becomes more and more
pressing. Semantics is also at the centre of the study of the human mind thought processes, cognition, conceptualization - all these are intricately bound

14

Mark Aronoff and Kirsten Fudeman. 2011. Morphology and Morphological Analysis.
Blackwell Publishing. p. 2
15
Mark Aronoff and Kirsten Fudeman. 2011. Morphology and Morphological Analysis.
Blackwell Publishing. p. 3
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up with the way in which people classify and convey the experience of the
world through language.16
Semantics is a branch of linguistics, which is the study of language; it is
an area of study interacting with those of syntax and phonology. A person's
linguistic abilities are based on the knowledge that they have. One of the
insights of modern linguistics is that speakers of a language have different
types of linguistic knowledge, including how to pronounce words, how to
construct sentences, and about the meaning of individual words and sentences.
So, in other word Semantics is the systematic study of meaning, and in
this case, linguistic semantics is the study of how languages organize and
express meanings. Considering linguistics discusses language from several
point of view, meaning can be analysed from different perspectives, of which
G. Leech distinguished seven main types.17
1. Types of Meaning
a. Logical/ conceptual meaning, also called denotative or cognitive meaning, is
considered to be the central factor in linguistic communication. It has a
complex and sophisticated organization compared to those specific to
syntactic or phonological levels of language. The principles of
contrastiveness and constituent structure – paradigmatic and syntagmatic
axes of linguistic structure- manifest at this level i.e. conceptual meaning
can be studied in terms of contrastive features.
b. Connotative meaning is the communicative value an expression has by
virtue of what it refers to. To a large extent, the notion of reference overlaps
with conceptual meaning. The contrastive features become attributes of the
referent, including not only physical characteristics, but also psychological
and social properties, typical rather than invariable. Connotations are apt to
vary from age to age, from society to society.
e. g. Woman : [capable of speech] [experienced in cookery]
[frail] [prone to tears] [non - trouser- wearing]
16

17

Leech, G. 1990. Semantics : The Study of Meaning. London: Penguin Books. p. 6
Leech, G. 1990. Semantics : The Study of Meaning. London: Penguin Books. p. 6
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Connotative meaning is peripheral compared to conceptual meaning,
because connotations are relatively unstable. They vary according to
cultural, historical period, experience of the individual. Connotative
meaning is indeterminate and open- ended that is any characteristic of the
referent, identified subjectively or objectively may contribute to the
connotative meaning.
c. Social meaning is that which a piece of language conveys about the social
circumstances of its use. In part, people ‘decode’ the social meaning of a
text through our recognition of different dimensions and levels of style.
d. The way language reflects the personal feelings of the speaker, his/ her
attitude towards his/ her interlocutor or towards the topic of discussion,
represents affective meaning. Scaling our remarks according to politeness,
intonation and voice- timbre are essential factors in expressing affective
meaning which is largely a parasitic category, because it relies on the
mediation of conceptual, connotative or stylistic meanings. The exception is
when the using of interjections whose chief function is to express emotion.
e. Reflected meaning arises in cases of multiple conceptual meaning, when
one sense of a word forms part of our response to another sense. On hearing,
in a church service, the synonymous expressions the Comforter and the
Holy Ghost, one may react according to the everyday non- religious
meanings of comfort and ghost. One sense of a word „rubs off‟ on another
sense when it has a dominant suggestive power through frequency and
familiarity. The case when reflected meaning intrudes through the sheer
strength of emotive suggestion is illustrated by words which have a taboo
meaning; this taboo contamination accounted in the past for the dying- out
of the non- taboo sense; Bloomfield explains in this way the replacement of
cock by rooster.
f. Collocative Meaning consists of the associations a word acquires on account
of the meanings of words which tend to occur in its environment/ collocate
with it.
e.g. pretty girl/ boy/ flower/ color
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handsome boy/ man/ car/ vessel/ overcoat/ typewriter .
Collocative meaning remains an idiosyncratic property of individual words
and it shouldn‟t be invoked to explain all differences of potential cooccurrence. Affective and social meaning, reflected and collocative meaning
have more in common with connotative meaning than with conceptual
meaning; they all have the same open- ended, variable character and lend
themselves to analysis in terms of scales and ranges.
g. Thematic Meaning means what is communicated by the way in which a
speaker/ writer organizes the message in terms of ordering, focus or
emphasis, and grammatical meaning:
- by word-order:
e.g. Bessie donated the first prize.
The first prize was donated by Bessie.
-by grammatical :
e. g. There’s a man waiting in the hall.
It’s Danish cheese that I like best.
D. Syntax
According to Hornby in his book, Syntax is the rules of grammar for the
arrangement of words into phrases and of phrases into sentences.18 It means
Syntax discusses a language based on the structural perpective only.
Discussion of syntax begins with two central ideas. The first is that
certain relationships hold between words whereby one word, the head, controls
the other words, the modifiers. A given head may have more than one
modifier, and may have no modifier. The second idea is that words are grouped
into phrases and that groupings typically bring together heads and their
modifiers. In the large dog, the word dog is the head, and the and large are its
modifiers. In barked loudly, the word barked is the head and loudly the
modifier.19
18

A. S. Hornby. 1995. Oxford Advances learner’s dictionary. Fifth edition. Oxford:
Oxford University Press. p. 8
19
Jim Miller. 2002. An Introduction to English Syntax. Edinburgh: Edinburgh
University Press Ltd. p. 3
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A phrase, then, is a group of interrelated words. These groups of
interrelated words can be moved around inside clauses as a single unit; here, it
concentrates on the fact that in such groups it recognizes various links among
the words, between heads and their modifiers. This relationship of
modification is fundamental in syntax.20

E. Phonology
Phonology is the study of the sound systems in language; studies, being
what they are, aim to provide us with methods of analysis of spoken utterances
which will allow us to represent them on paper in a way that provides us with a
deeper insight into how our language works.
According to Yule, the terms used to describe many sounds are those
which the mouth can be constricted denote the place of articulation of the
sound, those are bilabials, labiodental, dentals, alveolar, palatals, velar and
Glottal with the definitions of every parts. 21
a. Bilabials
These are sounds formed using both upper and lower lips. The initial
sounds in the words pat and bat. They are represented by the symbols (p)
which is voiceless, and (b) and (m) which are voiced.
b. Labiodental
Labiodentals are sounds that formed with the upper teeth and the lower
lip. The initial words of labiodental are (f) and (v). For example, the sound /b/
in the word bat it utters as /v/. Sound /b/ is a part of bilabial but it changed by
the sound /v/.
c. Dentals
Dentals are sounds that formed with the tongue tip behind the upper
front teeth. The symbols that include in dentals is (ɵ), it is usually called theta.
20

Jim Miller. 2002. An Introduction to English Syntax. Edinburgh: Edinburgh
University Press Ltd. p. 3
21
Yule in Evi Susanti,2006. Language Disorder And Its Treatments On Autistic
Children Portrayed In Lindsey Hill’s After Thomas Movie. Skripsi: UIN Sunan Ampel
Surabaya. p. 13
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The second symbol is called ‘eth’ like the and there. For example, the sound
/t/ in the word but is uttered as /th/. /t/ is a part of alveolar ,but it changed by
sound /th/.

d. Alveolar
Alveolar is sound formed with the part of the tongue on the alveolar
ridge and above the upper teeth. The initial sounds are top, zero, stop and
desk. It may also the sounds of bus and buzz that have to be (s) or (z) and (I).
for example, the word watch by the end of /ch/, but the sound /ch/ is uttered
wat. /ch/ is a part of palatal. Additionally, the sound /th/ in the word there is
uttered as /d/.
e. Palatals
Palatals is sound which are produce with the tongue and the palate.
The sounds refers to palatals are sh, and ch. The other sounds are dj and j. For
example, the word sheel is a part of alveolar, but the sound /s/ is uttered as
jeel.
f. Velar
Velar is the sounds that produce with the back of the tongue against
the velum. The symbols or sounds include in velar is (K), (g) and (ŋ). For
example, the sound /ch/ in the word kitchen is a part of palatal, but it utters as
/k/ in the sound /ch/.
g. Glottal
In the glottal there is one of the sounds that is produced without active
use of the tongue and other parts of the mouth. The sounds Glottal is (h). for
example, the word what that the letter /w/ is a part of bilabial, but it uttered as
hwat.
F. Psycholinguistics
Psycholinguistics is a correlation between language, mind and brainwork
system. Generally, psycholinguistics is pictured as a discourse that discuss
about how does human brain learn the language, processe the language, and
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produce the language. Language unites any sense and any mind of human.
How human can process the language and understand it are the scope of
psycholinguistics.
From the explanation above, can be concluded that discussion of
psycholinguistics are acquisition of language, produce of language, using of
language, relation between language and human’s behavior and also relation
between language and brain. It is supported by statement of Yudibrata, Andoyo
Sastromiharjo, Kholid A. Harras :
“Psikolinguistik meliputi pemerolehan atau akuisisi
bahasa, hubungan bahasa dengan otak, pengaruh
pemerolehan bahasa dan penguasaan bahasa terhadap
kecerdasan cara berpikir, hubungan encoding (proses
mengkode) dengan decoding (penafsiran/ pemaknaan kode),
hubungan antara pengetahuan bahasa dengan pemakaian
bahasa dan perubahan bahasa.”22
From the quotation above, the experts stated that the range of
Psycholinguistics discussions are language acquisition, correlation between
language and brain, influence of language acquisition and language ability
toward cognitive ability, correlation between encoding and decoding,
correlation between language understanding with language use and langauge
change.
G. Language Production
Language Production is a human ability to express their mind and sense
through their vocal organs in oral utterances, it can be words or senteces. This
is strengthened by Suherman “Produksi ujaran ialah bagaimana manusia
merencanakan pengungkapan bahasa secara lisan maupun tulisan.” Can be
cocluded that what the meaning of language production is a process how the
language is produced.
According Herly and Eko :

22

Yudibrata, Andoyo Sastromiharjo, Kholid A. Harras in Nurasia Natsir, Hubungan
Psikolinguistik Dalam Pemerolehan Dan Pembelajaran Bahasa. Februari 2017. Jurnal
Retorika. Volume 10. Nomor 1. p.24
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“Ujaran yang dilakukan oleh manusia melibatkan banyak
organ tubuh dan melakukan banyak proses sebelum ujaran
itu diujarkan. Dalam otak misalnya, proses produksi ujaran
itu melibatkan tiga bagian otak, yaitu, Wernicke, Broca, dan
Suplementary Motor Area (Secondary Motor and Sensory
Area) yang ketiganya merupakan hemisfer kiri ...”.23
It means, in language production, there are three important parts of
human brain that actively involved. Those are Wernicke Area, Broca Area and
Supplementary Motor Area. These parts are located at the left hemisphere
where the experts have hypothesized that as the central of language production.
Based on Cahyono, he stated that :
“Wernicke yang bertanggung jawab pada “lexical
meaning” atau makna arti, daerah Broca bertanggung
jawab pada “grammatical planning” atau perencanaan
tata bahasanya dan daerah Motor Suplementer
(Supplementary Motor Area) yang bertanggung jawab
“monitoring” atau mengawasi dan mengendalikan hasil
ucapan.”24
It means each of brain part has own function inprocess of language
production. Wernick Area where the lexemes will be selected to be used in any
utterance. Then, there is Broca Area, where the grammatical planning is
arranged here. Then the last is Supplementary Motor Area, where controlling
and ‘monitoring’ of utterance is processed.

23

Herly Octa Saputra and Eko Kuntarto. 2012. Produksi Ujaran, p. 2
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Cahyono, B.Y. 1995. Kristal-kristal Ilmu Bahasa. Surabaya: University Press. p. 259
in Herly Octa Saputra and Eko Kuntarto, Produksi Ujaran
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H. Language Disorder
Language is a process of orally extraction of mind and sense in words or
sentence form. The characteristic of this process is complex with attaching the
function of organ that influences the speech mechanism, thinking, turning the
mind into words and sentences form. These all are influenced by environment
as well. In this process not every human brain can work it well. There are some
problem that cause disorder in using of language can be happened.
Van Dulm stated that language disorders are disorders that involve the
processing of linguistic information. Problems that may be experienced can
involve grammar (syntax and/or morphology), semantics (meaning), or other
aspects of language. These problems may be receptive (involving impaired
language comprehension), expressive (involving language production), or a
combination of both. Language disorders can affect both spoken and written
language, and can also affect sign language; typically, all forms of language
will be impaired.25
Indah and Abdurrahman stated that linguistically, language disorder is
inability of acquiring and processing linguistic information. Further, they stated
that from the origin language disorder point of view, language disorder can be
divided into two categories :
1.

First, language disorder which is developed, which means that the
disorder which is caused by deviation which is acquired since
newborn. Some children, they get difficulties in their language
acquisition because of deviation of development.

25

Van Dulm, Ondene. 2002. A Psycholinguistic Approach to the Classification,
Evaluation and Remediation of Language Disorder. Stellenbosch Papers in Linguistics. 34. p.
111–131.
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2. Second, language disorder which is acquired, which means that the
disorder is cause by something impaired after operation, stroke,
getting an accident, or aging.26
The quotations above explains that Speaking/Speech is a sound procces
for communicating. Language is communicating ability that consisted of four
domains or aspects those are semantic, syntax, phonology, and pragmatic.
Semantic is giving meaning for every word, syntax is combining of the words
to form a sentence, phonology is combining any sound from language, and
pragmatic is sosial usage of language. The disorder causes an obstruction of
any domain in information that accepted or explained. In this research, the
writer choose the theory of van Dulm.
I. Kinds of Language Disorder
According to Rohmani Nur Indah and Abdurrahman, based on the causes
language disorder can be classfied in three kinds, there are :
a. Kajian tentang gangguan berbahasa yang disebabkan
ketidaksempurnaan organ pendengaran maupun wicara.
b. Kajian tentang gangguan berbahasa yang disebabkan keterbatasan
kemampuan kognitif dan gangguan psikogenik.
c. Kajian tentang gangguan berbahasa yang disebabkan
ketidakmampuan mengolah informasi linguistik.27
Which means :
a. Language Disorder caused by defactiveness of speech and auditory
organ.
b. Language

Dissorder

caused

by

cognitive

impairment

and

psychogenic disturbance.
c. Language Disorder caused by inabiity in linguistics informations
processing

26

Indah, N. R, and Abdurrahman. 2008. Psikolinguistik : Konsep dan Isu Umum. Malang:
UIN Malang Press. p. 129
27
Rohmani Nur Indah . 2017. Gangguan Berbahasa. Malang : UIN-Maliki Press. p. 50
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For deeper understanding in each of language disorder, the writer put
some explanations as follow :
1. Biologic Language Disorder
According to Rohmani Nur Indah, Biologic Language Disorder caused
by defactiveness of organ, as she said in the book “Gangguan bahasa secara
biologis disebabkan ketidaksempurnaan organ.” 28
The quotations above explain that the defactivenes of organ influences
the process of language. Then she added the example, person who experiences
deaf, blindness and person with speech mechanism disorder as she said in her
book “Contohnya yaitu yang dialami tunarungu, tunanetra dan penyandang
gangguan mekanisme berbicara.”
2. Cognitive Language Disorder
Using language must be completed by human cognitive ability. Thought
and feeling are expressed in verbal form. Therefore, disturbanced verbal
expression can be caused by disturbanced mind. Because cognitive is all about
ability in thinking, analyzing, and so on. 29
3. Psychogenic Language Disorder
Psychogenic Language Disorder is a language disorder caused by
mentality or psychology condition. The symptomps will be seen from the tone,
intonation, voice instensity, pronounciation, and diction.30 Explanations below
are kinds of Psychogenic Language Disorder : 31
a. Childish Speech
Called Childish Speech because there is an impression of the desire to be
spoiled as a child and make changes to the way of speak. This Symptoms can
be observed at seniles or decrepits (usually women).
b. Coquettish Speech
According to Sidharta the term coquettish refers to excessive female
behavior which in this case is indicated by a man. Coquettish Speech is
28

Rohmani Nur Indah . 2017. Gangguan Berbahasa. Malang : UIN-Maliki Press. p. 53
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characterized by the movements of the lips and tongue that attracts attention
and do pronunciation with extra graceful and elongated.32
c. Stuttering
Stuttering is a speech with chaotic, halting, suddenly stop, then repeats
the first syllable, the next words, and after successfully saying those words,
then the sentence can be completed. Stutterers often fail to pronounce the
initial syllable, only succeed in pronouncing the initial consonants or vocals
with difficulty until they can finish the sentence.
d. Echolalia
Echolalia is imitating other people's words. This is a syndromee
consisting of repetitive verbal obscene (Coprolalia) and locomotor disorders
that can be provoked.
Correlated with Echolalia, there are a number of relatively rare “lalias” or
disorders of talking, that reflect disturbed language production and that can be
psychogenic, Mario F. Mendez gives some variations and explanations about
the other “Lalias” as follows :
1) Oxylalia and Agitolalia are two rarely used terms that accurately reflect
variations in abnormally rapid speech. Oxylalia is simply the abnormal
rapidity of speech, whereas agitolalia adds that the rapid speech has
imperfectly spoken or omitted words. These disorders are most commonly
associated with mania, hypomania, catatonic schizophrenia, or excessive
anxiety.
2) Coprolalia describes outbursts of obscenities or curse words not readily
under the control of the speaker. Although it can occur as a manifestation of
left frontal seizures or left frontal strokes with Broca’s aphasia, coprolalia
occurs most commonly as vocalizations in 10-33% of patients with Giles de
la Tourette syndromee. In Tourette’s syndromee, coprolalic urges are
associated with socially inappropriate symptoms and coprolalic acts are
associated with tic severity. In an important study, anxiety and depression

32

Sidharta in Chaer, A. 2003. Psikolinguistik:Kajian Teoretik. Jakarta: PT
Rineka Cipta. p. 58
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are unrelated to the presence of coprolalia; however this behavior can
emerge during periods of high anxiety, as well as with anger and frustration,
in non-Tourette’s individuals.
3) Palilalia and Echolalia are two additional “lalia” terms that reflect repetitive
speech manifestations. Palilalia is when patients excessively repeat their
own
4) words, and echolalia is when they repeat the interlocutors’ words. Palilalia
is often associated with frontal-striatal brain disorders and echolalia with
transcortical sensory aphasia; however, both palilalia and echolalia, like
coprolalia, can occur in Tourette’s syndromee, obsessive-compulsive
disorder, and schizophrenia or psychosis. Palilalia can also occur as a
consequence of a conversion reaction.
5) Xenolalia (also “xenoglossia”) refers to the sudden acquisition of a foreign
language that the person did not speak before. The new facility with a
foreign language is quite dramatic and the subject of a number of reports in
the lay press of individuals awakening from an altered mental status or after
a TBI and speaking in a previously unfamiliar tongue. On close
examination, there is no support for a pure xenolalia as most of these
individuals have had a prior exposure to the foreign language and were not
really conversationally fluent in it. Their knowledge of the new language
appeared to derive from prior overt as well as unconscious learning of that
language.
6) Glossolalia or speaking in tongues is similar to xenolalia except that the
persons appear to speak in an unknown or incomprehensible language over
which they have no control. The speech in glossolalia sounds rhythmic and
meaningless without recognizable words except some religious ones.
Although speaking in tongues is mentioned in the New Testament, it has a
more recent resurrection in January 1, 1901 when Agnes Ozman requested
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receipt of the gift of the Holy Ghost and began speaking a language that
“sounded Chinese”.33
J. Tourette Syndrome
According to Bloch and Leckman, Tourette syndromee (TS) is a
childhood-onset neuropsychiatric disorder characterized by multiple motor and
vocal tics that last at least a year in duration. Once thought to be a rare
condition, TS is known to affect four to six in every 1000 children. A tic is a
sudden, repetitive, nonrhythmic, stereotyped motor movement or vocalization
involving discrete muscle groups.34
The first case of Tourette Syndrome, the Marquise de Dampierre, was
documented by Itard at 1825 and later by Georges Gilles de la Tourette at
1885. There have been translations of some of these early case reports and
ideas but the recent and scholarly exposition of the history of Tourette
Syndrome is recommended for anyone interested in either Tourette Syndrome
or indeed the history of neuropsychiatry. 35
1. Categories
Furthermore, there are two categories of Tourette Syndrome, those are :
a.

Simple : As simple motor movements such as eye blinking, nose twitching,
or facial grimaces. Vocal tics begin as simple vocalizations such as throat
clearing, sniffing, or fractions of words.36

b.

Complex : Complex motor tics manifest as purposeful-appearing behaviors,
such as facial expressions or gestures, and might involve dystonic
movements. Symptoms may be relatively mild (eg, slapping or tapping) or,
33

Mario F. Mendez. 2017. Non-Neurogenic Language Disorders: A Preliminary
Classification. Psychosomatics. University of California at Los Angeles. V.A. Greater Los
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less frequently, may be more severe (eg, punching one side of the face, biting
a wrist, or gouging eyes to the point of blindness or bone fractures). Complex
vocalizations, including dramatic and abrupt changes in the rhythm, rate, and
volume of speech, echolalia, palilalia, and, less frequently, coprolalia
(obscene speech).37
From the texts above, Tourette Syndrome has two categories those are
Simple and Complex. The simple one is a disorder with lighter symptoms of
motion and simple vocal that happened repeatedly. And the complex is heavier
symptoms included slapping, tapping, even self harm, and so on.
Tic symptoms of TS generally occur in bouts and wax and wane in
severity over time. While factors such as stress, anxiety, and fatigue are known
to exacerbate tics in many individuals, focused concentration, especially
involving fine-motor movements such as playing a musical instrument,
dancing, or playing sports, alleviates tics. Many TS patients are able to
temporarily suppress tics, but often at the expense of concentration and
exhaustion. As children get older they typically develop a greater ability to
suppress tics.38
2. Causes
According to Shavitt, et al., the designation, pediatric autoimmune
neuropsychiatric disorders associated with streptococcal infection (PANDAS)
has been proposed to describe prepubertal children in whom OCD or TS
symptoms begin abruptly or exacerbate after infection with a group A beta
hemolytic streptococcus. Supporting this proposal is evidence from one study
that reported improvement in OCD and TS symptoms in cases of PANDAS
after plasmapheresis.39
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From the explanations above can be concluded that there is an infection
in brain area caused by streptococcus (bacteria) that influence development of
TS. In additional, based on Ellen Prima, she stated that :
“Syndrome Tourette juga dipicu oleh stimulan seperti
methylphenidate dan dextroamphetamine. Di samping itu,
adanya ketidakseimbangan atau hipersensitivitas terhadap
neurotransmiter,
terutama
dopamin,
serotonin
dan
norepinephrine yang bertanggung jawab dalam komunikasi
antar sel saraf. Ketidaknormalan otak di daerah tertentu seperti
ganglia dan frontal lobes juga dapat menjadi penyebab dari
gangguan ini”.40
The quotation above explains that there is imbalance and hypersensitivity
toward neurotransmitter that has a huge responsibility of intercommunication
between neuron. Abnormal condition in specific brain area such as ganglion
and frontal lobes are considered as the cause of this syndrome.
K. Youtube
According to Kindarto, Youtube is video portal site that accessed by
internet user which they can share any video and can be seen by anyone who
clicks that video. There are multiple kinds of video such as tutorial, music
video, news, and so on, as he said in his book :
“YouTube adalah situs portal video yang sering diakses para
pengguna internet, juga mempunyai fitur berbagi video (video
sharing) sehingga dapat dilihat oleh siapapun yang mengklik
video tersebut. Terdapat didalamnya berbagai macam video
seperti tutorial, video musik, berita dan lain-lain.”41
L. Related Review
In this research, the writer is not the first researcher who does research
about language disorder, before there are some students or researchers who
ever did same research about language disorder but has differences focus in
different sources of data and objects.
Firstly, Eka Anjarwati. 2013. Speech Production of Tourette Syndromee
Sufferer Portrayed In Bradley Cohen Character In Front of The Class Movie.
40
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The Thesis of Study Program of English Department of Languages And
Literature department’s student. Faculty of Cultural Studies, Brawijaya
University. English Literature department’s student. The writer used theory
proposed by NINDS (National Institute of Neurological Disorder and Stroke,
2012) in analyzing dialogues of Bradley Cohen in the movie script. The finding
of the study revealed that there were 46 out of 57 scenes that showed utterances
containing speech production problem produced by Bradley Cohen. Through
this study, the writer only found simple motor tics. The symptoms of Tourette
Syndromee showed by Bradley Cohen were tics, tics followed by the presence
of eye blinking, throat-clearing, facial grimacing, head jerking and leg jerking.
Furthermore, the writer figured out that the symptoms of Tourette Syndromee
were getting worse when Bradley Cohen was anxious, stressed, and angry.
Secondly, Mario F. Mendez. 2017. Non-Neurogenic Language Disorders:
A Preliminary Classification. The journal of Department of Neurology, David
Geffen School of Medicine, University of California. The writer do few
publications deal with non-neurogenic language disorders (NNLDs), distinct
from psychogenic speech disorders such as psychogenic dysphonia or
stuttering. NNLDs are alterations in language due to psychosomatic
preoccupations,

conversion

disorder,

psychiatric

disorders,

or

other

psychological reasons. The aim of the research to identify and classify the
range of NNLDs and their characteristics. This research summarizes the
literature on disturbances in language, broadly defined as the use of symbols
for communication, which may have a psychogenic or psychiatric etiology.
Thirdly, Michael H. Bloch and James F. Leckman. 2009. Clinical course
of Tourette Syndromee. The journal of Yale Child Study Center, Yale
University School of Medicine, New Haven, USA. The writer conducted a
traditional literature search to locate relevant articles regarding long-term
outcome and prognosis in TS and tic disorders. Children with TS often
experience comorbid conditions such as obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD)
and attention-deficit disorder. The goal of this journal was to review the longterm clinical course of tics and comorbid conditions in children with TS.
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From the preview related researches above, it can be seen and known that
this research has difference and similarity from them. The difference of this
research from three researches above is that this research is conducted to find
out the correlation of Tourette Syndrome and language processing, and kinds
of language disorder in Tourette Syndrome. The writer also applies difference
methods which are descriptive method as grand technique and descriptive
analysis technique as advance technique for analyzing the data.
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CHAPTER III
METHOD OF RESEARCH.
A. Design of Research
A research design is a plan, structure and strategy of investigation so
conceived as to obtain answers to research questions or problems. 42 Method is
a process or procedure that used for approaching the problems to find out the
answer. The method

that is developed and used

in a research must be

appropriate or suitable with the object of the reserach. Based on the object of
the research, the writer used the qualitative research and used the descriptive
method to accelerate in analyzing the problems (Qualitative Descriptive
Research).
According to Kumar, qualitative research is a research to understand,
explain, explore, discover and clarify situations, feelings, perceptions, attitudes,
values, beliefs and experiences of a group of people. 43 It means this type of
research is a research that aimed the well interpretation or understanding of
anything that can not be representated by numbers such as situations, feelings,
perceptions, attitudes, values, beliefs and experiences. Also he added, the study
designs mainly entail the selection of people from whom the information,
through an open frame of enquiry, is explored and gathered.44
Taylor stated that “Qualitative methodology refers in the broadest sense
to research that produces descriptive data— people’s own written or spoken
words and observable behavior.”45 It means qualitative research is a research
that used language, sentence, and words to understand the case and the
problem.
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In this study, research design that will be used is descriptive qualitative
method. This method prefers deep analysis via detail descriptions than the use
of number in analyzing data such as in quantitative method. It helps the
researcher to find new discovery because it is persuade the researchers to do
analysis beyond the concept.46
Qualitative research is characterized by its aims, which relate to
understanding some aspect of social life, and its methods which generate
words, rather than numbers, as data for analysis. 47 It means qualitative research
is research that observed an object to get the facts by pay attention at the events
that related to the object itself. In additon, qualitative research only will be
focused on the data that not in statistical numbers and formulations forms.
Moh Nazir stated that “Metode deskriptif adalah metode yang bertujuan
untuk membuat deskripsi, gambaran atau lukisan secara sistematis, faktual
dan akurat mengenai fakta-fakta, sifat-sifat serta hubungan antar fenomena
yang diselidiki”48. It means the aim of descriptive method is to describe and
make a description, image and figure about the facts in sistematically way and
related to the observed phenomenas.
Based on quotations above, qualitative descriptive is a appropriate
method to be aplicated in this research. The writer decided to use this method
after observed the condition of

the object that wil be analyzed. The

characteritics of the data that shown by the object is matched with the
characteristics that mentioned by this method. Which is in this research, the
data is in words and pictures form.
Based on those statements, it can be concluded that qualitative research is
analyzing about descriptive data that are collected in the form of the situation
of the natural object. Where descriptive data such as written or spoken or
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picture, by using qualitative research the writer had a nice answer about the
analyzing of problem in the Claire’s YouTube Channel.
B. Sources of Data
In this research the writer takes the data from the symptoms that appear
in videos of Claire’s YouTube Channel. A channel of Claire Sophia where
Claire does review of her daily life as a Tourette Syndrom carrier. Considering
the source of the data that used by the writer is daily life videos of Claire,
therefore this research can be categorized as a case study by source of the data
point of view. This statement is strengthened by the theory of Creswell.
According to J.W Creswell, the case study method “explores a real-life,
contemporary bounded system (a case) or multiple bounded systems (cases)
over time, through detailed, indepth data collection involving multiple sources
of information and reports a case description and case themes.49

C. Technique of Data Collecting
To get the right data of this research, the writer used documentation
technique in technique of data collecting. Sudaryono stated that “kegiatan
dokumentasi adalah kegiatan yang ditujukan untuk memperoleh data langsung
dari tempat peneitian, meliputi buku, laporan kegiatan, foto, film dan data
yang relevan penelitian”.50 It means that documentation is an effort to get data
that related to the object of the research. The data can be get trough do directly
observation toward the object or books, reports, pictures, and films that directly
related to the object.
He added that “Dokumen yang berbentuk gambar misalnya foto, gambar
hidup, sketsa dan lain-lain”51. Based on these quotations, the writer
downloaded several videos from Claire’s YouTube channel and directly
49
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collected the data by capturing the pictures from those videos. It means the data
are in the pictures form.
The writer used some documents that have correlation or support the
problem of the research, because this is a descriptive research that is why the
writer described and analyzed the data that has been found in Claire’s YouTube
Channel to answer the problems that has been formulated in the formulation of
the problem.
According to Wiersma and Jurs, the main elements of collecting the data
are :
1) Collecting data through observations, conversations, and documents.
2) Taking a note to get the issues.
3) Making comparison of issues from different sources of information.
4) Identifying codes or categories of themes embedded in the
information.
5) Writing memos to have the connection between all codes.
6) Sorting the information, in order to select codes, and memos to clarify
the theory.
7) Writing up the results in a way that clearly communicates the theory
that has emerged.52
The writer had some steps in collecting the data, in order to make this
research more specific. Thus, there are some procedures done in collecting the
data :
a. Collecting all data from the video that had been taking from the
claire’s youtube channel and other sources which are closely related
to the aim of the research and also watching repeatedly and
comprehensively for some utterances, dialogues and symptoms of
Tourette Syndrom that appeared in the video.
b. Watch the video repeatedly, after getting all important sources, the
writer watch it to make sure that the data is correlated to the research.
52
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c. Marking on the words or sentences and all the important statements
and information, then making a note of data. After watch the sources
carefully, the writer marked any important statements to make the
easier way in the analyzing process for the research.
d. Identifying and classifying the data, after finding all the data
completely, the writer processed the data to analyze them. Finally, the
writer made a good arrangement for the thesis proposal as the last step
in finalizing research.
D. Technique of Data Analysis
According to Bogdan and Biklen, analysis data is a process to find out
and manage the entire interview transcript, field note, and other collected
materials systematically to get the information and experience about data and
communicate what it is found .53 The aim of data analysis is to understand well
the data and answer the formulation of problem. In this research, the writer
used descriptive technique to analyze the data. By using the descriptive
technique the writer hopes can be easy to analysis the data that the writer got.
After collecting the data, the writer analyzed the data distinctly. In
qualitative research, technique analysis data is used to answer the formulation
of the problem in analysis data. In this research, the writer used technique
descriptive analysis because this research is a descriptive research like as the
explanation above.
According to Susanna Loeb, et.al, descriptive analysis is a analysis that
characterizes the world or a phenomenon—answering questions about who,
what, where, when, and to what extent. Whether the goal is to identify and
describe trends and variation in populations, create new measures of key
phenomena, or describe samples in studies aimed at identifying causal effects,
description plays a critical role in the scientific pro- cess in general research
and education research in particular.54
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Descriptive analysis technique is used to describe the object of research
from the data or sample which has been collected and make the conclusion. 55
In other words descriptive analysis is used to describe the basic features of the
data in the study. This statement is appropriate with the aim of data analyzing
and show a way of how the writer analyzed the data.
The writer had some steps in analyzing the data, in order to make this
research more specific. The steps are :
a. Identifying
The writer identified the data and made assumptions or finds the
symptoms of language disorder that appeared from Claire’s utterances
or the causes in her video of Claire’s YouTube Channel .
b. Classifying the data
The writer classified the data which has taken into several parts of
classification of data that will answer the formulaton of the problem.
c. Analyzing, describing, explaining
The writer analyzed, described and explained the data about the
language disorder in Claire’s YouTube Channel.
d. Making the conclusion
After all the data have been analyzed, described and explained in the
research, the writer made the conclusion of the research.
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CHAPTER IV
FINDING AND ANALYSIS
A. Finding
In the YouTube channel of Claire Sophia used as the source of the data,
the writer find how does the Tourette’s Syndrome influence language disorder.
That is all about the correlation between disturbance of neurotransmitter
towards brain part of language disorder. Based on Ellen Prima, Tourette’s
Syndrome made some disturbances toward neurotransmitter in human’s brain.
So the informations for neuron in the Supplementary Motor Area will be
interrupted as well. For the result, someone who has Tourette’s Syndrome will
get any disturbance in ability of language production.
As for the types of language disorder, the writer can classify there are
four types of language disorder that Claire has as a sufferer of Tourette
Syndrome, they are Coprolalia, Echolalia, Palilalia, and Stuttering. From 17
videos, the writer find 16 Coprolalias, 28 Palilalias, 2 Echolalias, 3 Stuttering.
As for the aspect of linguistics that effected, there are two aspect of
linguistics those are Syntax and Morphology. The writer find two error
structure of Syntax and three broken morphemes of morphology.
B. Analysis
1. Kinds of Language Disorder
It has been stated before that in linguistics point of view, Language
Disorder is inability of acquiring, producing and processing linguistic
information. There are seven kinds of Language Disorder those become the
focus of this research. They are Biologc Language Disorde, Cognitive
Language Disorder and Psychogenic Language Disorder. After collecting the
data, the writer then analyses the data based on the kinds that are showed
below. During analyse the data, the writer only find four sub-kinds of
Psychogenic Language Disorder, they are Coprolalia, Echolalia, Palilalia, and
Stuttering.
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a. Coprolalia
Coprolalia describes outbursts of obscenities words and cursing or
swearing words not readily under the control of the speaker. In other words, the
speakers speak some obscenities words and curse or swear words in
uncontrolable way. They can not hold theirselves to do not say those words
eventhough they do not want. Here are the analyses of Coprolalia :
Datum 1 :

Picture56
Real Data
Norah : “What’s your favorite dessert ?”
Claire : “Cookies and Ice Cream. Aaah Ice Cream and
Cookies. Fuck off fuck off fuckin’ bitch shut up
suck my penis hmmmm she’s fuckin dying (point
her sister). Probably when they don’t believe me
when I said oh i have tourette or they ask if I
could not say that like whoa fuck off fuck off I
could not say that suck my penis. It was a tic,
things what I shouldn’t say.” (Q&A with my
sister. Duration 5.24-5.55)
Purpose Data
Claire : “Cookies and Ice Cream. Aaah Ice Cream and
Cookies. Hmmmm she’s fuckin dying (point her
sister). Probably when they don’t believe me when
I said oh i have tourette or they ask if I could not
say that like. It was a tic, things what I shouldn’t
say.”
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Duration 00.05.24 - 00.05.55
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The word fuck off and fuckin’ bitch shut up are types of cursing or
swearing words and suck my penis is obscenities words that uttered by Claire.
She did not mean to say those words when she tries to answer the question
and try to explain what does she like but she can not control it well because
she has Tourette Syndrome.
Datum 2 :

Picture57
Real Data
Claire : “Hello everybody wow shut up you’re stupid
anyway we’re going to the mall because we want
to wow you’re stupid haha she’s laughing (point
her friend) wwooww”
(Having Fun. Duration 00.02-00.57)
Purpose Data
Claire : “Hello everybody, anyway we’re going to the mall
because we want to. Haha she’s laughing”
(point her friend)
The phrases shut up and you’re stupid are included to curse words. She
said that when she was starting for opening her daily vlog. She does not mean
to say any curse word for opening her video, but she can not control it.
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Datum 3 :

Picture58
Real Data
Claire : “Especially people without Tourette’s, don’t be so
quick to judge. Like if there some, if there is I can
fuck off if there is fuck off kinda repeatedly
yelling fuck off like really fuck off fuck off fuck
off like that, like repeatedly fast and jerking their
body around, that’s not normal. That’s not
something people do just because they’re cookie
teenagers.” (What People with Tourette's
Wanna Say. Duration : 00.40-01.22)
Purpose Data
Claire : “Especially people without Tourette’s, don’t be so
quick to judge. Like if there some, if there is kinda
repeatedly yelling, like repeatedly fast and jerking
their body around, that’s not normal. That’s not
something people do just because they’re cookie
teenagers.”
The phrase fuck off is included in Obscenity words. Here, Claire was
talking about what people with Tourette’s felt whenever people see them
yelling or saying something inappropriately and assume that they do it because
they are impolite teenager. There is a stereotype that every teenager does
something bad, so people do not want to know what the reason behind their
curse and swear words.
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b. Palilalia
Palilalia is when patients excessively repeat their own words in
uncontrollable repetition of normally articulated words and phrases, and even
entire sentences. The patient is conscious of the condition, but powerless to
inhibit it.59 Here are the analyses of Palilalia.

Datum 1 :

Picture60
Real Data
Claire : “And here’s my dog dog dog dog, I don’t know,
his name is Sallie, and he’s sadly not teraphy dog
he’s kind of shit, it’s fine I guess I love him.” (My
Offensive Tics, 01.00-01.20)
Purpose Data
Claire : “And here’s my dog, I don’t know his name is
Sallie, and he’s sadly not teraphy dog he’s kind of
shit, it’s fine I guess I love him.”
The word dog is example one of the Palialia symptom that Claire has. She
was opening her video vlog and introducing her pet that was a dog. As seen
above, Claire repeated her own word that was dog for four times before she
continued it with told the name of the dog. Basically, she did not need to repeat
it because her sentence is obviously understandable well, but her Tourette’s
Syndrome influence her Palilalia symptom.
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Datum 2 :

Picture61
Real Data
Claire : “Father, I’m live, would you like to say hi to the
internet ?”
Father : “No thank you”
Claire : “Say hi.”
Father : “I’ve already met the internet.”
Claire : “Haha”
Father : “No ....”
Claire : “Can you say ‘my name’ ‘ my name’ hahaha.”
(Chillin’ with My Doggo, 2.30-2.58)
Purpose Data
Claire : “Can you say ‘my name’ hahaha.”

The repetation of words my name are included to Palilalia symptom. It is
identified by involuntary repetition of her own words when she was talking
with her daddy and asking her daddy to say his name (self introduction) to the
viewers. Claire was talking and in that time she repeated my name for two
times which she did not need to repeat it because her sentence is obviously
understandable well, but her Tourette’s Syndrome influence her Palilalia
symptom.
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Datum 3 :

Picture62
Real Data
Claire : “You know, basically so, there are three tipical
Tourette’s tic is on TV I have, Coprolalia,
Echolalia, Palilalia literally they’re fuckin’
three they’re fuckin’ three mmm mmm so the
coprolalia the coprolalia is umm is umm fuck
fuck umm umm so the coprolalia of this is
swearing is swearing. Umm echolalia is rep ..
rep .. rep .. p .. ppp .. p peating other’s people
words umm Palilalia Palillalia is repeating your
own words own words I bb .. bbb .. believe oo
one hu .. hun .. hundred percent umm they’re my
umm tics.”(All My Tics Update, 10.11-11.19)

Purpose Data
Claire : “You know, basically so, there are three tipical
Tourette’s tic. It’s on TV. I have, Coprolalia,
Echolalia, Palilalia. Literally they’re fuckin’
three, so the coprolalia of this is swearing.
Umm echolalia is repeating other’s people
words umm Palillalia is repeating your own
words I believe one hundred percent they’re my
tics.”
The words they’re fuckin’ three, mmm, the coprolalia, is umm, fuck, is
swearing, Palilalia, and own words are another examples of Palilalia
symptoms that uttered by Claire. She repeated her own those words for two
times in involuntary way when she was talking about her types of vocal tics.
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Even, when she was dejected because her Palilia symptom and said fuck,
she repeated it as well. She should not need to repeat it because her sentence is
understandable well, but her Tourette’s Syndrome influenced her Palilalia
symptom and made her sentence meaning being blurred.
Datum 4 :

Picture63
Real Data
Claire : “I sound like a child , I dont even know but yeah
my awkward tics would be fat, ugly, crackhead,
you’re a crackhead, anything to do with
crackhead, waving and say hello there hello
there.” (Awkward Tics, 5.16-5.30)
Purpose Data
Claire : “I sound like a child , I dont even know but yeah
my awkward tics would be fat, ugly, crackhead,
you’re a crackhead, anything to do with
crackhead, waving and say hello there.”
The words Hello There are examples of Palilalia symptom that appeared
in Claire’s vlog video. She repeated these word for two times which obviously
not necessary when she was talking about couples of vocal tics that she has,
and one of that is saying Hello There. Claire uttered these words in involuntary
way because Tourette’s Syndrome influenced her Palilalia symptom.
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c. Echolalia
Echolalia is the repetition or echoing of verbal utterances made by
another person. Echolalia is happened in involuntary way, so in this case Claire
did it and can not hold it up.
Datum 1 :

Picture64
Real Data
Claire : “They already have their little shovely thing on
the panzerotti ready to put it into the oven.”
Ouia : “I guess it’s like a spatula.”
Claire : “I guess its like a really massive spatula.”
Ouia : “I guess it’s like SpongeBob’s”
Claire : “Yeah it’s SpongeBob’s really big spatula Please
don’t arrest me, Please don’t arrest me ckckc
whoo Holdie wow please dont arrest me.”
Ouia

: “Anyway I saw an ad (advertisement) about
Batman, it’s about a product for helping us
about all of those.”

Claire : “Oh yeah, please dont arrest me, please dont
arrest me Batman."
(Tics at The Mall Duration, 02.15 – 02.45)
Purpose Data
Claire : “Oh yeah, please dont arrest me, please dont
arrest me."
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The word Batman is example of Echolalia that Claire has. Related to the
term of Echolalia, it is repetition of interlocutor words that happened
involuntary. In this video, Claire repeated her friend’s word. Her friend told her
about an advertisement about Batman, then when she was ticcing, she uttered
Batman as repetition of her friend.
Datum 2 :

Picture65
Real Data
Claire : “Usually i hear funny things, then im like, that be
my tic usually, whooow, they dont get to be them
but usally they’re they’re just funny, and she
causes like the majority of them. She is like ... “
Ouia : “No exact bugs drugs hugs.”
Claire : “Not drugs not hugs, whatever but she might...”
Ouia : “Like nuggets ?”
Claire : “Nugget. Haha i want ah.... the very stronger to
say I’m a chicken nugget now, I’m a chicken
nugget. Chicken nuggets are delicious wwooaa I
hate KFC Chicken nuggets are tasty whoa Im
ugly Im stupid. Wow let’s do drugs.”
(Having Fun, Duration 03.16 – 04.14)
Purpose Data
Claire : “Haha i want ah.... the very stronger to say I’m a
chicken nugget now, I’m a chicken nugget.
Chicken nuggets are delicious wwooaa I hate
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KFC Chicken nuggets are tasty whoa Im ugly Im
stupid. Wow let’s do drugs.”
The word Nugget is example of another Echolalia that Claire has. It is
elated to the term of Echolalia that has been stated before. In this video, Claire
repeated that word after her friend uttered it. At the beggining Claire was
talking about how a funny thing can be her tics, then her friend tried to remind
her about “Nugget” tic, and Claire started to tic again. In her tic she uttered
Nugget as repetition of her friend.

d. Stuttering
Stuttering is a speech with chaotic, halting, suddenly stop, then repeats
the first syllable, the next words, and after successfully saying those words,
then the sentence can be completed. Here are the analyses of Stuttering :
Datum 1 :

Picture66
Real Data
Claire : “Okay, there we go, so the first ‘Ayayay’ umm
yeah that one. The first vocal tic that I ha...
ayayay ayayay yeah that one. That just
‘a..a..a..ayayay’ wanna say ayayay.”
(All My Tics Update, Duration 01.59-02.22)
Purpose Data
Claire : “Okay, there we go, so the first ‘Ayayay’ umm
yeah that one. The first vocal tic that I have. That
just ‘ayayay’ wanna say ayayay.”
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The words A..a..a..ayayay is one of example of stuttering that Claire has.
In this video, Claire was telling about her first vocal tic. When she tried to say
“Ayayay” as an example, her tics are trigered then she tried to say it once more
she uttered “Ayayay” in stuttering way unconciously. Has been stated before,
Tourette’s can cause the stuttering and cluttering.
Datum 2 :

Picture67
Real Data
Claire : “The coprolalia is umm is umm fuck fuck umm
umm so the coprolalia of this is swearing is
swearing. Umm echolalia is rep .. rep .. rep .. p ..
ppp .. p peating other’s people words umm
Palilalia Palillalia is repeating your own words
own words I bb .. bbb .. believe oo one hu .. hun
.. hundred percent umm they’re my um tics.”
(All My Tics Update, Duration 10.31-11.19)
Purpose Data
Claire : “The coprolalia of this is swearing. Umm
echolalia is repeating other’s people words umm,
Palillalia is repeating your own words I believe
one hundred percent umm they’re my um tics.”
The words rep .. rep .. rep .. p .. ppp .. p peating and bb .. bbb ..
believe o o one hu .. hun .. hundred percent are another examples of
stuttering that Claire has. In this video, Claire was telling about what are types
of vocal tics. When she was explaining the type one by one, the stuttering
appeared suddenly.
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Datum 3 :

Picture68
Claire : “Hello the.. the.. the.. there. Hmmh it’s great.
Great child of me, currently im in the car hmmmh
heyy yee yee yee yee on the way home, umm from
the cottage.” (Tic Attack, Duration 00.01-00.17)
Claire : “Hello there. Hmmh it’s great. Great child of me,
currently im in the car hmmmh heyy yee yee yee
yee on the way home, umm from the cottage.”
The words the...the...the..there show Claire has stuttering as one of her
Language Disorder. In this video, Claire was opening her daily vlog. She got
tic attack at this time and this stuff made her got stuttering.

2. Tourette Syndrome influences Language Disorder
Related to the theory of human’s brain part of language production,
Cahyono stated in language production, there are three important parts of
human brain that actively involved. There is Wernick Area, where the lexemes
will be selected to be used in any utterance. Then, there is Broca Area, where
the grammatical planning is arranged here. Then the last is Supplementary
Motor Area, where controlling and ‘monitoring’ of utterance is processed.
In this case, Tourette’s Syndrome influenced someone’s ability of
language production. Based on Ellen Prima, Tourette’s Syndrome made some
disturbances toward neurotransmitter in human’s brain. So the informations for
neuron in the Supplementary Motor Area will be interrupted as well. For the
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result, someone who has Tourette’s Syndrome will get any disturbance in
ability of language production.
Human’s cerebrum is divided to be two parts, those are Left Hemisphere
and Right Hemisphere. At the Left Hemisphere, there are three important parts
of language process those are Wernick Area, Broca Area, and Supplementary
Motor Area. Wernick Area is active for making any concept of information
will be uttered and also does selection of appropriate lexical concept. Broca
Area is active for planning and setting the grammatical roles or syntactic
functions. Supplementary Motor area is active for controlling the speech organ,
so the utterance that will be come out is the result of received impulses from
Wernick and Broca Area.
a. Wernick Area
Datum 1 :

Picture69
Real Data
Claire : “So im get in lunch. I don’t know what to
eat for lunch. Pizza Pizza ? Subway
Sandwich ? Im Confuse wow wow wow
now.”
(My School Day, Duration 03.40-03.50)
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As seen the setence that uttered by Claire above, can be conluded that
Claire’s Wernick Area is able to concept the message or information that wil
be uttered. It is shown by the coherent words and the coherent sentence. She is
able to connect her fisrt sentence to the second sentence. See the analysis
belows :
Purpose Data
Claire : “So im gettin’ lunch. I don’t know what to
eat for lunch. Pizza Pizza ? Subway
Sandwich ? Im Confuse wow wow wow
now.”

The keywords of these sentences that show the coherences are :

Lunch > What to Eat > Two choices > Confuse to decide.

She told that she was getting lunch and she did not know what to eat.
There were two offered choices and it made her being confuse then. These
words are related and these coherent sentence prove that her Wernick Area is
working well and there is no something wrong here.
Datum 2 :

Picture70
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Real Data
Claire : “Today im in groceries store and walking
around aaayayay to find some fruities”
(Grocery Shopping with Tourette’s,
Duration 00.22-00.30)
As seen the utterances above, can be conluded that Claire’s Wernick
Area is able to concept the message or information that wil be uttered. It is
shown by the coherent words and the coherent sentence. She is able to connect
her fisrt sentence to the second sentence. See the analysis belows :
Purpose Data
Claire : “Today im in groceries store and walking
around aaayayay to find some fruities.”

The keywords of this sentence that show the coherences are :

In groceries store > Walking around > to find fruits

She told that she was in a groceries store and she is walking around to get
any fruit. At the first clause she stated that she was in a groceries, which this
clause stated that she was in a place where the needs are obtainable, included
foods. At the second clause she stated that she was walking to find the fruits,
which this clause stated that she was looking for the foods at a place where the
foods are obtainable. These words are related to the first clause and these
coherent clauses prove that her Wernick Area is working well and there is no
something wrong here.
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Datum 3 :

Picture71
Real Data
Claire : “Yeah maybe someone wanna hangout with
me, I don’t know whooo ayay FBI, just
stick ‘em up whoo give me money whoo
just stick ‘em up what to do. I don’t know
what to do.”
(Vlogmas 2, Duration 02.50-03.01)
As seen the texts above, can be conluded that Claire’s Wernick Area is
able to concept the message or information that will be uttered. It is shown by
the coherent words and the coherent sentence. She is able to connect her fisrt
sentence to the second sentence. See the analysis belows :
Purpose Data
Claire : “Yeah maybe someone wanna hangout with
me. I don’t know whooo ayay FBI, just
stick ‘em up whoo give me money whoo
just stick ‘em up what to do. I don’t know
what to do.”

The keywords of these sentences that show the coherences are are :

Someone want to hangout with > Do not know what to do

71

Duration 00.02.50 – 00.03.01
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She told that she was hoping for someone’s appearance or someone’s
invitation to hangout with her because she did not know what to do because she
was alone. These words are related and these coherent sentence prove that her
Wernick Area as the information or message conceptor is working well and
there is no something wrong here.
b. Broca Area
Datum 1 :

Picture72
Real Data
Claire : “So im get in lunch. I don’t know what to
eat for lunch. Pizza Pizza ? Subway
Sandwich ? Im Confuse wow wow wow
now.”
(My School Day, Duration 03.40-03.50)
As seen at the real data, Claire’s Broca Area is able to plan and set the
grammatical roles. It is shown by the structure of the sentences. See the
analysis belows :
Claire : “So im gettin’ lunch. I don’t know what to
eat for lunch. Pizza Pizza ? Subway
Sandwich ? Im Confuse wow wow wow
now.”
I + am + Getting

72

= S+ to be + V + ing

= Present Continous
Tense

Duration 00.03.40 – 00.03.50
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I + do + not + know

= S + do + not + Vˡ

= Simple Present Tense
(Negative Verbal)

To + Eat

= To + Vˡ

= After ‘To’ must be
‘Base Word’

I + am + Confuse +
Now

= S + to be + Adj +
Adv of Time

= Simple Present Tense
(Positive Nominal)

At this moment, she uttered the sentence with perfect grammar for
explaining what she was doing. Claire is able to correlate the correct tenses for
appropriate time. She used Present Continous Tense and also Simple Present
Tense in Verbal and Nominal. In addition, she is able to match up the syntactic
functions that discuss about Subject, Predicate, Object, Complement and
Adverb. Here are the analysis :
Claire : “So im gettin’ lunch. I don’t know what to
eat for lunch. Pizza Pizza ? Subway
Sandwich ? Im Confuse wow wow wow
now.”

I am gettin’ lunch
S
P
O
I do not know what to eat for lunch
S
P
O
C
I am Confuse Now
S
P
Adv
She is able to make perfect pattern of structure and able to place the
correct pair so the purpose of the sentence is acceptable. These all stuff, have
been proved that Claire’s Broca Area as the planner or the setter of grammar
roles and syntactic functions is working well without any disturbances.
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Datum 2 :

Picture73
Real Data
Claire : “Today im in groceries store and walking
around aaayayay to find some fruities”
(Grocery Shopping with Tourette’s,
Duration 200.22-00.30)
As seen at the real data and purposed data, Claire’s Broca Area is able to
plan and set the grammatical roles. It is shown by the structure of the
sentences. See the analysis belows :
Purpose Data
Claire : “Today im in groceries store and walking
around aaayayay to find some fruities.

Today + I + am +
in + groceries store

= Adv of time + S + to be +
preposition + Adv of place

= Simple Present
Tense (Nominal)

Walking + around

= V+ ing + Adv of Manner

= Gerund with
Adverb

To + find +
some fruities

= To + Vˡ + O

= After ‘to’ must be
base word (Verbal
Simple Present
Tense)

At this moment, she uttered the sentence with perfect grammar for
explaining what she was doing. Claire is able to correlate the correct tenses for
73

Duration 00.00.22 – 00.00.30
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appropriate time. She used Simple Present Tense in Verbal and Nominal. In
addition, she is able to match up the syntactic functions that discuss about Subject,
Predicate, Object, Complement and Adverb. Here are the analysis :
Claire : “Today im in groceries store and walking
around aaayayay to find some fruities.”
Today, I am in groceries store
Adv
S P
Adv
Walking around to find some fruities
S
P
O
She is able to make perfect pattern of structure and able to place the
correct pair so the purpose of the sentence is acceptable. These all stuff, have
been proved that Claire’s Broca Area as the planner or the setter of grammar
roles and syntactic functions is working well without any disturbances.
Datum 3 :

Picture74
Real Data
Claire : “Yeah maybe someone wanna hangout with
me, I don’t know whooo ayay FBI, just
stick ‘em up whoo give me money whoo
just stick ‘em up what to do. I don’t know
what to do.”
(Vlogmas 2, Duration 02.50-03.01)
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As seen at the real data and purposed data, Claire’s Broca Area is able to
plan and set the grammatical roles. It is shown by the structure of the
sentences. See the analysis belows :
Purpose Data
Claire : “Yeah maybe someone wanna hangout with
me. I don’t know whooo ayay FBI, just
stick ‘em up whoo give me money whoo
just stick ‘em up what to do. I don’t know
what to do.”

Maybe + someone + want
+ to + hangout +
with + me

= Adv of certainty + S + Vˡ
+ to + base word +
preposition + N

I + do + not +
know + what to do

= S + do + not +
Vˡ + C

= Simple
Present
Tense
(Verbal)
= Simple
Present
Tense
(Negative
Verbal)

At this moment, she uttered the sentence with perfect grammar for
explaining what she was doing. Claire is able to correlate the correct tenses for
appropriate time. She used Simple Present Tense in Verbal in Positive and
Negative. Furthermore, she is able in using modals and able to place the base
word after ‘To’. In addition, she is able to match up the syntactic functions that
discuss about Subject, Predicate, Object, and Complement. Here are the
analysis :
Claire : “Yeah maybe someone wanna hangout with
me. I don’t know whooo ayay FBI, just
stick ‘em up whoo give me money whoo
just stick ‘em up what to do. I don’t know
what to do.”
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Maybe someone wanna hangout with me
M
S
P
O
C
I don’t know what to do
S
P
O

She is able to make perfect pattern of structure and able to place the
correct pair so the purpose of the sentence is acceptable. These all s tuff, have
been proved that Claire’s Broca Area as the planner or the setter of grammar
roles and syntactic functions is working well without any disturbances.
c. Supplementary Motor Area
Datum 1 :

Picture75
Real Data
Claire : “So im get in lunch. I don’t know what to
eat for lunch. Pizza Pizza ? Subway
Sandwich ? Im Confuse wow wow wow
now.”
(My School Day, Duration 03.40-03.50)
Claire is not able to control her utterances. There are words “Wow Wow
Wow” that not coherent among her utterances, so the purpose meaning of her
utterances are blurred by these inappropriate words. Here are the analysis :
As seen above, there are words “Wow Wow Wow” between I’m
Confuse and Now. The real sentence is “I’m confuse now” to state that she is
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Duration 00.03.40 – 00.03.50
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confuse to decide for choosing the place where she will be eating at. However,
suddenly she uttered words “Wow Wow Wow” in inappropriate time and she
can not control it that made her words are not coherent and these words made
the meaning being blurred. Seen this problem, can be concluded that her
Supplementary Motor Area as the controller of the speech organ can not
control and supervise the utterance which means there is disturbance at her
Supplementary Motor Area and makes it is not working well.

Datum 2 :

Picture76
Real Data
Claire : “Today im in groceries store and walking
around aaayayay to find some fruities”
(Grocery Shopping with Tourette’s,
Duration 00.22-00.30)
Claire is not able to control her utterances. There is word “aaayayay”
that is not coherent among her utterances, so the purpose meaning of her
utterances is blurred by these inappropriate words. Here are the analysis :
Claire : “Today im in groceries store and walking
around aaayayay to find some fruities.”

As seen above, there is word “Aaayayay” between Walking around and
to find some fruities. The real sentence is “Walking around to find somee
fruities” to state that she was walking and looking for the fruits in the groceries
76
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store. However, suddenly she uttered words “Aaayayay” in inappropriate time
and she can not control it that made her words are not coherent and these words
made the meaning being blurred. Seen this problem, can be concluded that her
Supplementary Motor Area as the controller of the speech organ can not
control and supervise the utterance which means there is disturbance at her
Supplementary Motor Area and makes it is not working well.

Datum 3 :

Picture77
Real Data
Claire : “Yeah maybe someone wanna hangout with
me, I don’t know whooo ayay FBI, just
stick ‘em up whoo give me money whoo
just stick ‘em up what to do. I don’t know
what to do.”
(Vlogmas 2, Duration 02.50-03.01)
Claire is not able to control her utterances. There are not coherent another
clauses that placed among her utterances, so the purpose meaning of her
utterances are blurred by these inappropriate words. Here are the analysis :

Claire : “Yeah maybe someone wanna hangout with
me. I don’t know whooo ayay FBI, just
stick ‘em up whoo give me money whoo
just stick ‘em up what to do. I don’t
know what to do.”
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As seen above, there are clauses “whooo ayay FBI, just stick ‘em up
whoo give me money whoo just stick ‘em up” between I don’t know and
what to do. The real sentence is “I don’t know what to do” to state that she
was alone and did not know hat to do, so she was hoping about someone
appearance who invited her to go hangout. However, suddenly she uttered
clauses “whooo ayay FBI, just stick ‘em up whooo give me money whooo just
stick ‘em up” in inappropriate time and she can not control it that made her
words are not coherent and these words made the meaning being blurred. Seen
this problem, can be concluded that her Supplementary Motor Area as the
controller of the speech organ can not control and supervise the utterance
which means there is disturbance at her Supplementary Motor Area and makes
it is not working well.

3. Impact Of Language Disorder Toward Linguistics Aspect
a. Morphology
1) Broken Morpheme
Datum 1 :

Picture78

Real Data
Claire : “Im ready for that no no no haaah welcome to the
subwa.. no no subway rides with Claire where
Tourette’s is like “Hi bitch, it’s me” no no no”
(Science Center, Duration 06.00-06.18)
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Duration 00.06.00 -00. 06.18
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Purpose Data
Claire : “Im ready for that. Welcome to the subway with
claire where Tourette’s is like “Hi bitch, it’s me”
no no no”
In this video, the word ‘Subway’ is cut to be ‘Subwa’. Has been stated
before, morpheme is defined as the smallest linguistic pieces with a
grammatical function. A group of letters that has meaning can be called as
morpheme. In this case, in Morphologically way ‘Subwa’ has no meaning.

Datum 2 :

Picture79
Real Data
Claire : “I’ve been alone go in the mall recently, it’s
it’s really great, I don’t know why, mm I
don’t know. You know, it’s a good da..
hmmh hmmh ckck whoo ayay FBI, just
stick ‘em up whoo. It’s really fun. Oh
Tourette’s hmmh I’m so cute haha.”
(Vlogmas 2, Duration 00.25-00.44)
Purpose Data
Claire : “I’ve been alone go in the mall recently, it’s
it’s really great, I don’t know why, mm I
don’t know. You know, it’s a good day. It’s
really fun. Oh Tourette’s hmmh I’m so
cute haha.”
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In this video, ‘Day’ is cut to be ‘Da’. In this video, Claire want to say
“Good Day”, but it is cut to be “Good Da”, so in this case in
Morphologically way ‘Da’ is not meaningful anymore.
Datum 3 :

Picture80
Real Data
Claire : “Okay, there we go, so the first ‘Ayayay’ ayayay
umm yeah that one. The first vocal tic that I ha...
ayayay ayayay yeah that one. That just
‘a.a.a.ayayay’ (Stuttering) wanna say ayayay..”
(All My Tics Update, Duration 01.59-02.22)
Purpose Data
Claire : “Okay, there we go, so the first ‘Ayayay’
umm yeah that one. The first vocal tic that
I have. That just ‘ayayay’ wanna say
ayayay.”
Same as before, the problem is cutting word. In this video, “Have” is cut
to be “Ha” which means nothing in morphologically way. This is happened
when she want to say “ The first vocal tic that I have”, however her tic make
her cutt her word, and it is turned be “The first vocal tic that I ha”.

b. Semantics
1) Error Grammatical Meaning
As we know, in Gramatical Meaning every sentence has the pattern of
structure that shows what the function of meaning of each word. There are
verb, Adjective, Pronoun, etc.
80
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Datum 1 :

Picture81
Real Data
Claire : “I thought it was a really weird little thing
and i get really bad we shut up peek a boo
bitch time hahaha. Anyway, next
question.” (Q&A with My Sister,
Duration 02.12-02.21)
Correct Data
Claire : “I thought it was a really weird little thing
and i get really bad time hahaha. Anyway,
next question.”
In this case, we can see there is a random pattern of sentences that uttered
by Claire. Here is the analysis :


Real Data
I
Get Really Bad We Shut Up Peek A Boo Bitch
P/N V
Adv Adj P/N
V
N
N
Time
N
This is an example of error structure. Based on the rules, after Adverb

and Adjective it has to be Noun. It will be error if replace it with Pronoun, and
also can not be interpreted what the aim of this sentence. To get the aim of the
sentence, need to vanish some words, then it should be :
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Correct Data
I
Get Really Bad Time
P/N V
Adv Adj
N

Datum 2 :

Picture82
Real Data
Claire : “Im dying inside haha. I whoooo let’s do
drugs um I dont know with that today
I’m doing drugs with my friends tic. I’m
I’m I’m not.” (How to Act Around
People with Tourette’s, Duration 00.5501.06)
Correct Data
Claire : “Im dying inside haha. I whoooo let’s do
drugs um I dont know with tic. I’m I’m
I’m not.”
In ths case, we can see there is a random pattern of sentences that uttered
by Claire. Here is the analysis :
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Real Data
I
Don’t Know With That Today I’m Doing Drugs With My
P/N V
V
pp DP Adv
P/N
V
N
pp Pos
Friends Tic
N
N

Based on the rules, the function of Demonstrative Pronoun to indicate the
specific thing which means it has to be Noun. In this sentence, there is Adverb
placed after Demontrative Pronoun which it is wrong place. In this case, “That”
reference to the “Tic”, however this aim is blurred because of another sentence
that placed among “That” and “Tic”. To get the aim of the sentence, need to
vanish some words, then it should be :


Correct Data
I Don’t Know With That Tic
P V
V
pp DP N
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

A. Conclusions
The writer can state that there are several main point that can be
concluded, those are :
Kinds of language disorder that experienced by Claire as Tourette’s
Syndrome carrier are Stuttering and Lalia. Particulary, there are three of five
sub-kinds of language disorder that she has, those are Coprolalia, Echolalia,
and Palilalia. So, totally there are four kinds of langauge disorder.
In this case, Tourette’s Syndrome carrier is able in understanding what
interlocutor’s said and also replies the utterances, but they can not control what
they are going to say so they often to say something that is not related to the
topic. The influence of Tourette’s Syndrome on language disorders is an
abnormality in the functioning of the impulse system in nerve cells in the brain.
Tourette’s Syndrome affects the impulses that deliver information in the
Supplementary Motor Area, which is an area that is involved in one of the
stages in the process of producing human language. In other words, Tourette’s
Syndrome affects the ability of human language production.
Linguistic aspects that are affected are the semantic and morphological
aspects. Seen from a semantic perspective, each sentence uttered by Claire has
a wrong level of semantic role, so grammatically, the sentences have a vague
meaning. Whereas from the morphological point of view, there are several
morphemes that are damaged in the sentences being uttered. This is certainly
quite disturbing when seen from a linguistic perspective, where morpheme is
the basis of a sentence.
Despite having a language disorder, people with Tourette's Syndrome are
people who have a normal level of intelligence, so the assumption that people
with Tourette's Syndromea are same as people with related to cognitive
abilities such as Autism, Turner Syndrome or Down Syndrome, is a wrong
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assumption. The disorder that experienced is only a language disorder not a
cognitive ability disorder. So that what most people with Tourette’s Syndrome
want is just good social acceptance.
Tourette Syndrome is a rare syndrome whose ratio is only around 1: 100
worldwide. Based on the experience gained by Claire, many people do not
know about Tourette’s Syndrome so that when the symptoms of the Syndrome
appeared when the informant is in a public place, he will be ridiculed,
underestimated and even verbally bullied. Of course, comprehensive education
about Tourette’s Syndrome is needed to avoid stuff like this.
B. Suggestions
The writer would like to suggest to the next researcher, especially who
wants to analyze Psycholinguistics, especially who is interested in rare cases,
hope to understand well the theories and much look for references related to
the case. Psycholinguistic research is research that most people thought that it
is very difficult, but it really isn't. The main point that needs a little attention is
to find references or previous studies related to this research, because until now
rare cases like this have been studied in a medical perspective rather than a
linguistic perspective.
In this case, the author also wants to suggest that using YouTube wisely
is an appropriate step to form a open mindset. Claire, who has a problem with
her language ability, who aware of this, so she dares to introduce what
Tourette's Syndrome is like, how to live as a carrier of Tourette's Syndrome, as
well as what other people should do when meeting someone with Tourette's
Syndrome. In this case, Claire successfully motivated another carriers of
Tourette’s Syndrome.
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APPENDIX I

Appendix I is about data that show how does Tourette’s Syndrome
Influences Language Disorder. Has been explained before at the Chapter IV
that Claire as Tourette’s Syndrome carrier experienced language disorder because
the existence of abnormality neuron impulse in the brain. Part of brain that
influenced by this abnormality is one of part that involved in process of language
production, that is Suppementary Motor Area. The data that shows the disturbance
can be seen on the tables below :
No.

Utterances

Video & Duration

Brain Area

“I thought it was a really
weird little thing and i get
really bad we shut up peek
a boo bitch time hahaha.
Anyway, next question.”

Q&A with My
Sister, 00.02.12 –
00.02.21

SMA

“Cookies and Ice Cream.
Aaah Ice Cream and
Cookies. Fuck off fuck off
fuckin’ bitch shut up suck
my penis hmmmm she’s
fuckin dying (point her
sister). Probably when they
don’t believe me when I
said oh i have tourette or
they ask if I could not say
that like whoa fuck off fuck
off I could not say that suck
my penis. It was a tic,
things what I shouldn’t say.”

Q & A with my
sister, 00.05.24 00.05.55

SMA

“Yes, they most definitely
do, people stare at me all the
time like you can just see
Im doing drugs at my
basement when I say that in
the mall, everyone’s eye

Q & A with my
sister, 00.07.21 –
00.07.38

SMA

1.

2.

3.
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turn to me and all see me
walk peek a boo bitch, that
was a tic”
4.
“When I explain to the
parents, sorry i have
Tourette’s, I can’t handle it,
then they just like Oh yeah,
mmmm sure. Then they
walk away Im stupid
fucking kill my self.”

Q & A with my
sister, 00.09.120.09.20

SMA

“Hello everybody wow shut
up you’re stupid anyway
we’re going to the mall
because we want to wow
you’re stupid haha she’s
laughing (point her friend)
wooww.”

Having Fun,
00.00.02 -00.00.57

SMA

“Sshhh the aliens can
wake up in my attic ....
sshhhh the aliens in my
attic whoooo ...... the aliens
in my attiiiccc... I feel bad
for me too.

Having Fun,
00.01.03-00.01.10

SMA

“I know, you can laugh it’s
fine wwow you should shut
up I hate you haha I’m a
good person you know it’s
okay for laughing wow you
should shut up you’re
annoying.”

Having Fun,
00.01.15 –
00.01.26

SMA

“Today yeah im doing
drugs i feel its gonna rain
im doing drugs there are
drugs in my bag i yell
wwoooow i yell loud at
lunch shut up shut up im

Having Fun,
00.01.39 –
00.01.55

SMA

5.

6.

7.

8.
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fine and tired.”
9.
“I’m goin’ to prom tonight,
I’m excited to yell shut up
and and I’m doing drugs
I’m doing drugs that was
an actual tic oh yeah so
wowie wowie oooooh my
god, air conditioning it’s so
hot I was like... aaahh it’s 30
degrees celcius.”

Having Fun,
00.01.59 –
00.02.20

SMA

“Shut up shut up shut up
see, echos in the mall that
makes worse shut up shut
up you stupid stupid shut
up echo makes even worse.”

Having Fun,
00.02.35 –
00.02.47

SMA

“Nugget. Haha i want ah....
the very stronger to say I’m
a chicken nugget now, I’m
a chicken nugget. Chicken
nuggets
are
delicious
wwooaa I hate KFC
Chicken nuggets are tasty
whoaa Im ugly Im stupid.
Wow let’s do drugs.”

Having Fun,
00.03.16 –
00.04.14

SMA

“Wow Im doing drugs
there are drugs in my bag
i really want to stop saying
that, because it makes like
security guard like “she’s
doing drugs ?” c’mon
Tourete’s you need to stop.”

Having Fun,
00.04.52 –
00.05.05

SMA

“Especially people without
Tourette’s, don’t be so quick

What People with
Tourette's Wanna

SMA

10.

11.

12.

13.

71

to judge. Like if there some,
if there is I can fuck off if
there is fuck off kinda
repeatedly yelling fuck off
like really fuck off fuck off
fuck off
like that, like
repeatedly fast and jerking
their body around, that’s not
normal.
That’s
not
something people do just
because they’re cookie
teenagers.”

Say. 00.00.40 –
00.01.22

SMA

14.
“Hi, welcome to life no no
no no (slapping thigh) im
slapping my thigh and
yelling no and Alice is
dying no no no no because I
said so no no no Im just, Im
that cool hmmh please be
quiet shut fuck up hahaha i
love that everything was
commentted no no no no no
that’s no of topic question
kidding kidding kidding
family guys are kidding no
no kick it in kick it in that’s
no of topic question.”

Science Center,
00.07.34 –
00.08.02

“Im ready for that no no no
haaah welcome to the
subwa.. no no subway rides
with Claire where Tourette’s
is like “Hi bitch, it’s me” no
no no.”

Science Center,
00.06.00 –
00.06.18

SMA

“Im dying inside haha. I
whoooo let’s do drugs um
I dont know with that today
I’m doing drugs with my
friends tic. I’m I’m I’m
not.”

How to Act
Around People
with Tourette’s,
00.00.55 –
00.01.06

SMA

15.

16.

72

17.

18.

“Kind of make me think lot
about whoooh eee also im
sick. Sorry about that
whooooo let’s do drugs um
that’s a new tic. Umm what
to do whooooo what to do
when you see someone
ticcing in public and if you
dont know they have
Tourette.”

How to Act
Around People
with Tourette’s,
00.03.55 - 00.04.06

SMA

“I mean okay, you can little
bit, but like don’t don’t
focus . and it makes me feel
so bad sometime when
people stare at me, because
im sorry i can’t handle it
whooooo and can’t help it.
People think Tourette is
swearing disease, so it’s not
swearing disease Whoooo
ckckck let’s do drugs
hahaha but yeah mostly
people
with
Tourette
swear.”

How to Act
Around People
with Tourette’s,
00.08.09-00.08.29

SMA

“It’s fun to the mall, it’s
exciting. Im happy, all
friend is here who left the
school,
that’s
exciting
whoop whoooaw wow wow
wow so wow that’s really
fun. So im get in lunch, i
don’t know what eat for
lunch. Pizza Pizza ? Subway
? Im confused wow wow
wow now.”

My School Day,
00.05.21-00.05.41

SMA

“Hello guys, I’m Waldo..
Waldo Waldo ... Waldo ...
Sorry my name is Waldo
Waldo
Waldo
ugh

My Offensive Tics,
Duration 00.0300.31

SMA

19.

20.

73

fucking....Waldo .... My
name is Waldo Waldo...
Ughh fucking ugh you
fucking faggot. Don’t be
racist if you fucking
faggot. (hit the table) Oh
I’am sorry. My name is
Waldo
Waldo..Waldo.
Hahahaha if you are a new
in my channel, I’ll put my
name here, right here (Point
the CLAIRE word)”
21.
“And here’s my dog dog
dog dog, I don’t know, his
name is Sallie, and he’s
sadly not teraphy dog he’s
kind of shit, it’s fine I guess
I love him.”

My Offensive Tics,
00.01.00 - 00.01.20

SMA

“Can you say ‘my name’ ‘
my name’ hahaha.”

Chillin’ with My
Doggo, 00.02.30
– 00.02.58

SMA

“Okay, there we go, so the
first ‘Ayayay’ umm yeah
that one. The first vocal tic
that I ha... ayayay ayayay
yeah that one. That just
‘a..a..a..ayayay’ wanna say
ayayay.”

All
My Tics
Update, 00.01.59
– 00.02.22

SMA

“You know, basically so,
there are three tipical
Tourette’s tic is on TV I
have, Coprolalia, Echolalia,
Palilalia literally they’re
fuckin’
three
they’re
fuckin’ three mmm mmm
so the coprolalia the
coprolalia is umm is umm
fuck fuck umm umm so

All My Tics
Update, 00.10.11 –
00.11.19

SMA

22.

23.

24.

74

the coprolalia of this is
swearing is swearing.
Umm echolalia is rep .. rep
.. rep .. p .. ppp .. p peating
other’s people words umm
Palilalia
Palillalia
is
repeating your own words
own words I bb .. bbb ..
believe oo one hu .. hun ..
hundred
percent
umm
they’re my umm tics.”
25.
“I sound like a child , I dont
even know but yeah my
awkward tics would be fat,
ugly, crackhead, you’re a
crackhead, anything to do
with crackhead, waving and
say hello there hello
there.”

Awkward Tics,
00.05.16 - 00.05.30

SMA

“Hello humans, anyway
whooo whooo i said it
whoo.”

Grocery Shopping
with Tourette’s,
00.00.00 –
00.00.05

SMA

26.

27.
“Today im in groceries store
and walking around aaay
ayay to find some fruities”

Grocery Shopping
with Tourette’s,
00.22-00.30

SMA

“Hi guys, im claire im in the
mall today with Kaya and
Ouia, because its lunch at
school, so here where we’re
up, so Whoaaa whooaa,
ckck ck ...

Tics at The Mall,
00.00.00 – 00.0010

SMA

“Oh it’s fun. Ckckck
whoooo, ckkk It’s hard to
Hello hello hello, please
don’t arrest me, please

Tics at The Mall,
00.01.40 –
00.01.57

SMA

28.

29.

75

don’t arrest me. Wow.
This is the reason why I
can’t find love.”
30.
“Yeah it’s SpongeBob’s
really big spatula Please
don’t arrest me, Please
don’t arrest me ckckc
whoo Holdie wow please
dont arrest me.”

Tics at The Mall,
00.02.15 –
00.02.35

SMA

Ouia : “Anyway I saw an
ad
(advertisement)
about Batman,
it’s about a
product for
helping us about
all of those.”
Claire : “Oh yeah, please
dont arrest me,
please dont
arrest me
Batman."

Tics at The Mall
00.02.45 –
00.03.10

SMA

“She’s really cute, she’s
only 8 week old, so she’s a
baby, mm savey savey
bleedy bleedy ckckck I’m
a dinosaur rwaaaar mmm
stick ‘em up or give all
your fuckin’ money whoo
ckck i make a little clicky
noises , like im shooting a
gun.”

What a normal day
for me looks like,
00.07.24 –
00.07.40

SMA

“Dadada subway times
whoo hmm hmm ckck
whoo fuck off fuck off fuck
off and subway being cool.
Take a seat like get judged
by teenager hahaha ckck

What a normal
day for me looks
like, 00.07.58 –
00.08.18

SMA

31.

32.

33.

76

haha you’re funny love
getting judged by teenagers,
you don’t know anything
about me haha haha you’re
funny hahaha i sound like
little
maniac
hahahah
you’re not funny please
stop that Im laughing like a
maniac.””
34.
“I ever thought about trying
to find everyone with
Tourette’s, and make a giant
meet up, it pretty boy
pretty boy pretty boy I
love it.”

Tourette’s in
Public ft. Kaya,
00.02.13 – 00.0123

“I’ve been alone go in the
mall recently, it’s it’s really
great, I don’t know why,
mm I don’t know. You
know, it’s a good da..
hmmh hmmh ckck whoo
ayay FBI, just stick ‘em up
whoo. It’s really fun. Oh
Tourette’s hmmh I’m so
cute haha.”

Vlogmas 2,
00.00.25 -00.00.44

“Yeah maybe someone
wanna hangout with me, I
don’t know whooo ayayay
FBI, just stick ‘em up
whoo give me money whoo
just stick ‘em up what to
do. I don’t know what to
do.”

Vlogmas 2,
00.02.50 –
00.03.01

SMA

“When I was seven years
old. I had a bird named
Ticky. I gues I was
predicting my future, Ticky
ayayay
whooo
whoo

Tourette’s in
Public II,
00.03.1200.03.23

SMA

SMA

35.
SMA

36.

37.

77

(whistling) So I got a
whistle of Tweety bird
whooo whoo Im a tweety
bird Look, tweety bird tic ?
It’s just weird.”
38.

“Hello the.. the.. the.. there.
Hmmh it’s great. Great child
of me, currently im in the car
hmmmh heyy yee yee yee yee
on the way home, umm from
the cottage.”

Tic Attack,
00.00.01 - 00.00.17

SMA
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APPENDIX II

No.

Utterances

Video & Duration

Kinds of
Language
Disorder

“I thought it was a really
weird little thing and i get
really bad we shut up peek
a boo bitch time hahaha.
Anyway, next question.”

Q&A with My
Sister, 00.02.12 –
00.02.21

Cop.

“Cookies and Ice Cream.
Aaah Ice Cream and
Cookies. Fuck off fuck off
fuckin’ bitch shut up suck
my penis hmmmm she’s
fuckin dying (point her
sister). Probably when they
don’t believe me when I
said oh i have tourette or
they ask if I could not say
that like whoa fuck off
fuck off I could not say
that suck my penis. It was
a tic, things what I
shouldn’t say.”

Q & A with my
sister, 00.05.24 00.05.55

Cop.

“Yes, they most definitely
do, people stare at me all
the time like you can just
see Im doing drugs at my
basement when I say that
in the mall, everyone’s eye
turn to me and all see me
walk peek a boo bitch, that
was a tic”

Q & A with my
sister, 00.07.21 –
00.07.38

Cop.

“When I explain to the
parents, sorry i have

Q & A with my
sister, 00.09.12-

Cop.

1.

2.

3.

4.
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Tourette’s, I can’t handle it,
then they just like Oh yeah,
mmmm sure. Then they
walk away Im stupid
fucking kill my self.”

0.09.20

“Hello everybody wow
shut up you’re stupid
anyway we’re going to the
mall because we want to
wow you’re stupid haha
she’s laughing (point her
friend) wooww.”

Having Fun,
00.00.02 -00.00.57

“I know, you can laugh it’s
fine wwow you should
shut up I hate you haha
I’m a good person you
know it’s okay for laughing
wow you should shut up
you’re annoying.”

Having Fun,
00.01.15 – 00.01.26

“Today yeah im doing
drugs i feel its gonna rain
im doing drugs there are
drugs in my bag i yell
wwoooow i yell loud at
lunch shut up shut up im
fine and tired.”

Having Fun,
00.01.39 – 00.01.55

Cop.

“I’m goin’ to prom tonight,
I’m excited to yell shut up
and and I’m doing drugs
I’m doing drugs that was
an actual tic oh yeah so
wowie wowie oooooh my
god, air conditioning it’s so
hot I was like... aaahh it’s
30 degrees celcius.”

Having Fun,
00.01.59 – 00.02.20

Cop.

5.
Cop.

Cop.

6.

7.

8.
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9.
“Shut up shut up shut up
see, echos in the mall that
makes worse shut up shut
up you stupid stupid shut
up echo makes even
worse.”

Having Fun,
00.02.35 – 00.02.47

Cop.

“Nugget. Haha i want ah....
the very stronger to say I’m
a chicken nugget now, I’m
a chicken nugget. Chicken
nuggets
are
delicious
wwooaa I hate KFC
Chicken nuggets are tasty
whoaa Im ugly Im stupid.
Wow let’s do drugs.”

Having Fun,
00.03.16 – 00.04.14

Cop.

“Wow Im doing drugs
there are drugs in my bag
i really want to stop saying
that, because it makes like
security guard like “she’s
doing drugs ?” c’mon
Tourete’s you need to
stop.”

Having Fun,
00.04.52 – 00.05.05

Cop.

“Especially people without
Tourette’s, don’t be so
quick to judge. Like if there
some, if there is I can fuck
off if there is fuck off
kinda repeatedly yelling
fuck off like really fuck off
fuck off fuck off like that,
like repeatedly fast and
jerking their body around,
that’s not normal. That’s
not something people do
just because they’re cookie
teenagers.”

What People with
Tourette's Wanna
Say. 00.00.40 –
00.01.22

Cop.

10.

11.

12.
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13.
“Hi, welcome to life no no
no no (slapping thigh) im
slapping my thigh and
yelling no and Alice is
dying no no no no because
I said so no no no Im just,
Im that cool hmmh please
be quiet shut fuck up
hahaha
i
love
that
everything
was
commentted no no no no no
that’s no of topic question
kidding kidding kidding
family guys are kidding no
no kick it in kick it in that’s
no of topic question.”

Science Center,
00.07.34 – 00.08.02

Cop.

“Hello guys, I’m Waldo..
Waldo Waldo ... Waldo ...
Sorry my name is Waldo
Waldo
Waldo
ugh
fucking....Waldo .... My
name is Waldo Waldo...
Ughh fucking ugh you
fucking faggot. Don’t be
racist if you fucking
faggot. (hit the table) Oh
I’am sorry. My name is
Waldo
Waldo..Waldo.
Hahahaha if you are a new
in my channel, I’ll put my
name here, right here (Point
the CLAIRE word)”

My Offensive Tics,
Duration 00.0300.31

Cop.

“Im dying inside haha. I
whoooo let’s do drugs um
I dont know with that
today I’m doing drugs
with my friends tic. I’m
I’m I’m not.”

How to Act Around
People with
Tourette’s,
00.00.55 – 00.01.06

Cop.

“I mean okay, you can little

How to Act Around

Cop.

14.

15.

16.
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bit, but like don’t don’t
focus . and it makes me feel
so bad sometime when
people stare at me, because
im sorry i can’t handle it
whooooo and can’t help it.
People think Tourette is
swearing disease, so it’s not
swearing disease Whoooo
ckckck let’s do drugs
hahaha but yeah mostly
people
with
Tourette
swear.”

People with
Tourette’s,
00.08.09-00.08.29

“It’s fun to the mall, it’s
exciting. Im happy, all
friend is here who left the
school, that’s exciting
whoop whoooaw wow
wow wow so wow that’s
really fun. So im get in
lunch, i don’t know what
eat for lunch. Pizza Pizza ?
Subway ? Im confused
wow wow wow now.”

My School Day,
00.05.21-00.05.41

Pal.

“Im ready for that no no no
haaah welcome to the
subwa.. no no subway rides
with
Claire
where
Tourette’s is like “Hi bitch,
it’s me” no no no.”

Science Center,
00.06.00 – 00.06.18

Pal.

“Hi, welcome to life no no
no no (slapping thigh) im
slapping my thigh and
yelling no and Alice is
dying no no no no because
I said so no no no Im just,
Im that cool hmmh please
be quiet shut fuck up
hahaha
i
love
that

Science Center,
00.07.34 – 00.08.02

Pal.

17.

18.

19.
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everything
was
commentted no no no no
no that’s no of topic
question kidding kidding
kidding family guys are
kidding no no kick it in
kick it in that’s no of
topic question.”
20.
“Hello guys, I’m Waldo..
Waldo Waldo ... Waldo ...
Sorry my name is Waldo
Waldo
Waldo
ugh
fucking....Waldo .... My
name is Waldo Waldo...
Ughh fucking ugh you
fucking faggot. Don’t be
racist if you fucking faggot.
(hit the table) Oh I’am
sorry. My name is Waldo
Waldo..Waldo. Hahahaha
if you are a new in my
channel, I’ll put my name
here, right here (Point the
CLAIRE word)”

My Offensive Tics,
Duration 00.0300.31

Pal

“And here’s my dog dog
dog dog, I don’t know, his
name is Sallie, and he’s
sadly not teraphy dog he’s
kind of shit, it’s fine I guess
I love him.”

My Offensive Tics,
00.01.00 - 00.01.20

Pal.

“Can you say ‘my name’ ‘
my name’ hahaha.”

Chillin’ with My
Doggo, 00.02.30 –
00.02.58

Pal.

“Okay, there we go, so the
first ‘Ayayay’ umm yeah
that one. The first vocal tic
that I ha... ayayay ayayay
yeah that one. That just

All
My
Tics
Update, 00.01.59
– 00.02.22

Pal.

21.

22.

23.
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‘a..a..a..ayayay’ wanna say
ayayay.”
24.
“You know, basically so,
there are three tipical
Tourette’s tic is on TV I
have, Coprolalia, Echolalia,
Palilalia literally they’re
fuckin’ three they’re
fuckin’ three mmm mmm
so the coprolalia the
coprolalia is umm is umm
fuck fuck umm umm so
the coprolalia of this is
swearing is swearing.
Umm echolalia is rep .. rep
.. rep .. p .. ppp .. p peating
other’s people words umm
Palilalia
Palillalia
is
repeating your own words
own words I bb .. bbb ..
believe oo one hu .. hun ..
hundred percent umm
they’re my umm tics.”

All My Tics
Update, 00.10.11 –
00.11.19

Pal.

“I sound like a child , I
dont even know but yeah
my awkward tics would be
fat, ugly, crackhead, you’re
a crackhead, anything to do
with crackhead, waving
and say hello there hello
there.”

Awkward Tics,
00.05.16 - 00.05.30

Pal.

“Hello humans, anyway
whooo whooo i said it
whoo.”

Grocery Shopping
with Tourette’s,
00.00.00 – 00.00.05

Pal.

“Today im in groceries
store and walking around
aaay ayay to find some
fruities”

Grocery Shopping
with Tourette’s,
00.22-00.30

Pal.

25.

26.

27.
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28.
“Hi guys, im claire im in
the mall today with Kaya
and Ouia, because its lunch
at school, so here where
we’re up, so Whoaaa
whooaa, ckck ck ...

Tics at The Mall,
00.00.00 – 00.0010

Pal.

“Oh it’s fun. Ckckck
whoooo, ckkk It’s hard to
Hello hello hello, please
don’t arrest me, please
don’t arrest me. Wow.
This is the reason why I
can’t find love.”

Tics at The Mall,
00.01.40 – 00.01.57

Pal.

“Yeah it’s SpongeBob’s
really big spatula Please
don’t arrest me, Please
don’t arrest me ckckc
whoo Holdie wow please
dont arrest me.”

Tics at The Mall,
00.02.15 – 00.02.35

Pal.

29.

30.

31.
Ouia : “Anyway I saw an
ad
(advertisement)
about Batman,
it’s about a
product for
helping us
about all of
those.”
Claire : “Oh yeah, please
dont arrest
me, please
dont arrest me
Batman."

Tics at The Mall
00.02.45 –
00.03.10

“She’s really cute, she’s
only 8 week old, so she’s a

What a normal
day for me looks

Pal.

32.
Pal.
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baby, mm savey savey
bleedy bleedy ckckck I’m
a dinosaur rwaaaar mmm
stick ‘em up or give all
your fuckin’ money whoo
ckck i make a little clicky
noises , like im shooting a
gun.”

like, 00.07.24 –
00.07.40

33.
“Dadada subway times
whoo hmm hmm ckck
whoo fuck off fuck off fuck
off and subway being cool.
Take a seat like get judged
by teenager hahaha ckck
haha you’re funny love
getting
judged
by
teenagers, you don’t know
anything about me haha
haha
you’re
funny
hahaha i sound like little
maniac hahahah you’re
not funny please stop that
Im
laughing
like
a
maniac.””

What a normal day
for me looks like,
00.07.58 – 00.08.18

Pal.

“I ever thought about trying
to find everyone with
Tourette’s, and make a
giant meet up, it pretty
boy pretty boy pretty boy
I love it.”

Tourette’s in Public
ft. Kaya, 00.02.13 –
00.0123

Pal.

“I’ve been alone go in the
mall recently, it’s it’s really
great, I don’t know why,
mm I don’t know. You
know, it’s a good da..
hmmh hmmh ckck whoo
ayay FBI, just stick ‘em
up whoo. It’s really fun.
Oh Tourette’s hmmh I’m
so cute haha.”

Vlogmas 2,
00.00.25 -00.00.44

Pal.

34.

35.
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36.

37.

38.

39.

“Yeah maybe someone
wanna hangout with me, I
don’t know whooo ayayay
FBI, just stick ‘em up
whoo give me money
whoo just stick ‘em up
what to do. I don’t know
what to do.”

Vlogmas 2,
00.02.50 – 00.03.01

Pal.

“When I was seven years
old. I had a bird named
Ticky. I gues I was
predicting my future, Ticky
ayayay
whooo
whoo
(whistling) So I got a
whistle of Tweety bird
whooo whoo Im a tweety
bird Look, tweety bird tic
? It’s just weird.”

Tourette’s in Public
II, 00.03.1200.03.23

Pal.

“Kind of make me think lot
about whoooh eee also im
sick. Sorry about that
whooooo let’s do drugs um
that’s a new tic. Umm what
to do whooooo what to do
when you see someone
ticcing in public and if you
dont know they have
Tourette.”

How to Act Around
People with
Tourette’s,
00.03.55 - 00.04.06

Pal.

“I mean okay, you can little
bit, but like don’t don’t
focus . and it makes me feel
so bad sometime when
people stare at me, because
im sorry i can’t handle it
whooooo and can’t help it.
People think Tourette is
swearing disease, so it’s not
swearing disease Whoooo

How to Act Around
People with
Tourette’s,
00.08.09-00.08.29

Pal.
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ckckck let’s do drugs
hahaha but yeah mostly
people
with
Tourette
swear.”
40.

“Hello the.. the.. the.. there.
Hmmh it’s great. Great child
of me, currently im in the car
hmmmh heyy yee yee yee
yee on the way home, umm
from the cottage.”

Tic Attack,
00.00.01 - 00.00.17

Pal.

“Hello everybody wow
shut up you’re stupid
anyway we’re going to the
mall because we want to
wow you’re stupid haha
she’s laughing (point her
friend) wooww.”

Having Fun,
00.00.02 -00.00.57

Pal.

“Sshhh the aliens can
wake up in my attic ....
sshhhh the aliens in my
attic whoooo ...... the
aliens in my attiiiccc... I
feel bad for me too.

Having Fun,
00.01.03-00.01.10

Pal.

“I’m goin’ to prom tonight,
I’m excited to yell shut up
and and I’m doing drugs
I’m doing drugs that was an
actual tic oh yeah so wowie
wowie oooooh my god, air
conditioning it’s so hot I
was like... aaahh it’s 30
degrees celcius.”

Having Fun,
00.01.59 – 00.02.20

Pal.

41.

42.

43.

44.
“Haha i want ah.... the
very stronger to say I’m a
chicken nugget now, I’m

Pal.
Having Fun,
00.03.16–
89

00.04.14

a chicken nugget.
Chicken nuggets are
delicious wwooaa I hate
KFC Chicken nuggets
are tasty whoa Im ugly
Im stupid. Wow let’s do
drugs.”
45.
Ouia : “Like nuggets ?”
Claire : “Nugget. Haha i
want ah.... the
very stronger to
say I’m a
chicken nugget
now, I’m a
chicken nugget.
Chicken
nuggets are
delicious
wwooaa I hate
KFC Chicken
nuggets are
tasty whoa Im
ugly Im stupid.
Wow let’s do
drugs.”

Echo.
Having Fun,
00.03.16–
00.04.14

46.
Ouia : “Anyway I saw an
ad
(advertisement)
about Batman,
it’s about a
product for
helping us
about all of
those.”
Claire : “Oh yeah, please
dont arrest me,
please dont
arrest me
Batman."

Tics at The Mall
00.02.15 –
00.02.45

Echo.

“Okay, there we go, so

All

Stut.

47.
My

Tics
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the first ‘Ayayay’ umm
yeah that one. The first
vocal tic that I ha...
ayayay ayayay yeah that
one.
That
just
‘a..a..a..ayayay’ wanna
say ayayay.”

Update, 00.01.59
– 00.02.22

The coprolalia is umm is
umm fuck fuck umm umm
so the coprolalia of this is
swearing is swearing. Umm
echolalia is rep .. rep .. rep
.. p .. ppp .. p peating
other’s people words umm
Palilalia
Palillalia
is
repeating your own words
own words I bb .. bbb ..
believe oo one hu .. hun ..
hundred percent umm
they’re my um tics.”

All
My
Tics
Update, 00.10.31
– 00.11.19

48.
Stut.

49.
“Hello the.. the.. the..
there. Hmmh it’s great.
Great child of me, currently
im in the car hmmmh heyy
yee yee yee yee on the way
home, umm from the
cottage.”

Tic Attack,
00.00.01 -00.00.17

Stut.
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APPENDIX III

No.

Utterances

Video & Duration

Aspect of
Linguistics
That
Affected

“I thought it was a really
weird little thing and i get
really bad we shut up
peek a boo bitch time
hahaha. Anyway, next
question.”

Q&A with My
Sister, 00.02.12 –
00.02.21

“Im dying inside haha. I
whoooo let’s do drugs um
I dont know with that
today I’m doing drugs
with my friends tic. I’m
I’m I’m not.”

How to Act Around
People with
Tourette’s, 00.00.55
-00.01.06

“Im ready for that no no no
haaah welcome to the
subwa.. no no subway rides
with
Claire
where
Tourette’s is like “Hi bitch,
it’s me” no no no”

Science Center,
00.06.00 -00.06.18

Morphology

“I’ve been alone go in the
mall recently, it’s it’s really
great, I don’t know why,
mm I don’t know. You
know, it’s a good da..
hmmh hmmh ckck whoo
ayay FBI, just stick ‘em up
whoo. It’s really fun. Oh
Tourette’s hmmh I’m so
cute haha.”

Vlogmas 2,
00.00.25-00.00.44

Morphology

1.
Semantics

2.
Semantics

3.

4.
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5.
“Okay, there we go, so the
first ‘Ayayay’ ayayay umm
yeah that one. The first
vocal tic that I ha... ayayay
ayayay yeah that one. That
just
‘a.a.a.ayayay’
(Stuttering) wanna say
ayayay..”

All My Tics Update,
00.01.59 – 00.02.22

Morphology
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